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OPSOMMIM; 
Besluitnemi~, die proses om 'n keuse tussen alternatiewe uit te oefen, is die 
bestuur se enkele mees belangrlkste funksie binne enige organisasie, hetsy in 
die openbare of prlvaat sektor. 
Plaaslike owerhede is gele~ in 'n unieke, dinamiese omgewing en voorsien 
dienste aan die gemeenskap gelel! in hierdie omgewing deur die o ,skepping van 
hulpbronne. Hierdle proses van omskepping maak staat oµ 'n reeks 
besluitnemingspror esse wat die kontinuasie van sodanige omskeppingsproses 
verseker. 
In die lig van die voorafgaande, word die effektiwiteit en doeltreffendheid 
van plaaslike owerhede dikwels gemeet aan die sukses van hulle 
besluitneming. Die afhanklikheid van die tradisionele besluitneming soos dit 
tans in plaaslike owerhede gevind word, ~vrd due bevraagteken. 
Die doel van hierdie studie 1a derhalwe om die wenslikheid van tradlsionele 
besluitneming deur middel van die identifiserlng van not111atiewe krlterla wat 
8£ belangrlk vir effektiewe en doeltreffende besluitneming beskou word, te 
bepaal. 'n Geval.~ 1tudiebenaderlng is derhalwe gebruik waarln werklike 
~evalle van besluitneming geanalisee r en gel!valueer sal word ten einde vas te 
stel of en in welke mate, bogemelde krlterla deeglik toegepas is. Die 




Decision-maki01, the process of choosing between alternatives, !s the single 
most important function of management within any organisation whether it be in 
the private or public sector. 
Local government is located in a •··.ique dynamic environment and provides 
services to the community within this environment through the transformation 
of resources. The transformation process relies on a series of 
decision11aking processes to ensure the continuation of this transformation 
process. 
In view of the foregoing and the importance of decision-vaaldng, the 
effectiveness and efficiency of local government is often evaluated according 
to the success of its decision;nak!ng. The reliance of traditional 
decision1aking presently found in local government is therefore questioned. 
The purpose of this study is to determine the feasibility of traditional 
decision1.aking through the identifying of nonnative criteria regarded as 
necessary for effective and successful decision-making. A case study 
approach will be used from which actual decision cases will be analysed and 
evaluated in order to determine whether these criteria have been applied and 
to what extent. 
decision taken. 













Field of study 
Open system 
LIST or rrcuus 
Title 
Placement of local government within an open 
system enviroruaent 
Decision-making models 
Levels and type of decision-making within the 
organisation 
Pet~eptions on local government level 
The Council and standing committee structure 
Bellville City Council 
Organisational and functional structure 
Personnel growth trends 
Actual expenditure "Lrends 
Analysis of application ~f not1114tive criteria 



















Constitutional refonn iq South Africa is a reality and is often linked to 
change in the composition of the legislature and executive at central 
government level. 'Ibis refonn process has a direct impact on the local 
government level as its organisational boundaries include the community 
which it serves. 
'lbe constitutional refom mentioned above coupled with the central 
governme 1t 's policy of deregulation and devolution of power has further 
compound,•d the impact on local government decision-making. 








macro-environment. 'lbe influence and affect of these scenarios on local 
government in South Africa will place enomous pressure on the resources, 
infrastructure, policy and decision-makers in local government. 
2. The etateaent of the problea 
'lbe degree of success with which any local authority can integrate with 
this dynamic environment so as Io pro-actively anticipate, prepare and 
absorb these trends and influences within the environment and still 
achieve its stated mission depends on a number of factors. The 
flexibility of the oraanisational design, decision-making structure, 
expertise and qualification of decision-makers, the speed and accuracy of 
decisions made, and the reliability and validity of the information 
gathered are all factors to be considered. 
The overreliance on traditlonal decision-making in this open dynamic 
system is questioned and the need for more dynamic decision-making models 
or systems has become a requirement. The reliability of trnditional 
decision-uiaking is debatable due to the number of local government 
decisions throughout South Africa which are questioned, opposed and 
criticised in public forums and the media . 
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3. 'lhe purpose and field of study 
The purpose of this study ls to detemine whether traditional 
decision-salting as it exists to-day in a large local authority is still 
feasible in our changing dynamic environment. 
The research was limited to one large local authority. The reason for 
this limitation ls that the provision of b tvlces does not take place in 
a specific determined environment as it is continuously influenced by the 
various dli11-.:nsions found within that environment. Decision-making will 
vary from one municipal area to another, which will cause the findings 
found in a specific municipal area not to be generally applicable in all 
municipal areas. 
Bellville City Council was selected as the case study as it is one of the 
four largest local authorities in the Western Cape as detemined in 
accordance with the formula stipulated in the Remuneration of Town Clerks 
Act, No. 115 of 1984. The four largest being, Cape Town, Bellville, 
Kimberley and Port Elizabeth. Furthermore, Bellville City Council 
complied with all the other criteria necessary to facilitate the 
research, for example: a flt111 and established organisational and 
functional structure; approved and tested powers of delegation within 
the organisation, established levels of decision-making and authority; 
established policy with regard to strategic 3nd forward planning and 
finally, a well administered archive registry reference svstem. 
The field of stu~y consists of two components. The first component is 
the theoretical construction which is based on a literature research. 
This resea1ch was undertaken to identify and define all the nol'1118tive 
criteria regatded as necessary for effectivP and more succ sful 
decision-,uking. 
The second component ls the actual theoretical testing, which required 
the selection of actual decisions from the case study. In each selected 
decision cese an attempt was made to ascertain whether the nomative 
criteria were applied in the decision-,aa\tlng process and the extent to 
which they were applied. 
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The theoretical testing was based on the examination of the official 
minutes of the Council, supporting corresponc-'.ence and documentation and 
the conducting of unstructund interviews with the relevant key officials 
who participated in the decieion-making process. 
The interviews conducted with the relevant officials were directed 
towatds obtaining the following infomation: 
- the external environment prevailing at the time the decision was taken; 
- the actual need of the comm~ri ty; 
- the context within which the decision was taken (internal perception); 
- the identifying of all constraints for example, legislation, policy 
restrictions and resistance from pressure and interest group"; 
- the impact on the community; 
- the success of the decision evaluated on the basis of the achievement 
of the objective of a local auth.,rlty and whether the decision was 
upheld and not rescinded prior to implementation; and 
- the real outcome. 
The interview format was unstructured and therefore not fixed for all the 
case studies, but conducted accotding to the nature and type of case 
study selected with the objective to obtain sufficient infomation for 
ea<.h of the points detailed above. 
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1h~ whole field of study is schematically presented hereunder in Figure 1: 
Figure 1 
Field of Study 
DETERMINE AND DEFINE 
NORMATIVE CRITERIA FROM 
LITERATURE 
SELECT CASE STUDY! 
DETERMINE CRITERIA 
USED BY DECISION-MAKERS 
IN ACTUAL CASES 
DETERMINE EXTENT TO WHICH 
CRITERIA IS COMPLIED WITH 
EVALUATE REAL SUCCESS 
OF ACTUAL DECISION 
DRAW CONCLUSION 
I FROM ANALYSIS 
4. Aaauaptions and liraitations 
4.1 Assumptions 
The following assumptions have been compiled and are subllitted in orler 
to further delimitate the field of research and to reduce possible 
variables so as to facilitate the evaluation of traditional 
decision-making in local government. 
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4.1.1 Elected representatives will retain policy-making role 
4.1.2 
The assumption is that all elected representatives to local government 
will retain their policy-making role with the power to delegate 
responsibility regarding decision-making to certain levels within the 
local government organisation without losing their accountability. 
Local government operates in an open system 
Due to the nature of local 3overnment in its provision of services to 
the community in the external environment, it can only operate in an 
open system as it must be sensitive to the needs, wishes and demands 
of the community. local government will not survive as a system that 
operates independently from its environment, namely a closed system. 
4.2 Limitntions 
ThL study will not attempt to define and describe the legal role anc! 
relationship between the elected representatives/councillors and 
officials as they are prescribed by the Cape Municipal Ordinance, No. 20 
of 1Q74. 
All rc.ferences to municipal ordinances will be to the Cape Municipal 
Ordinance, 1974, as it 1s the only ordinance applicable to the selected 
case study, which is located in the Cape Province. 
The study will not at empt to dete1111ine the personal specifications and 
requirements required by individuals to make decis!ons. 
The study will not attempt to sketch the actual influence and effect of 




5. Definitions of Teras and Concepts 
5.1 Local government 
In tems of section 3 of the Cape Municipal Ordinance, 1974, the 
inhabitar.ts of every municipal area shall under the name assigned to it 
be a body corporate with perpetual succession. This section further 
provides that, " •• • it is capable in law of sueing and being sued, of 
purchasing, holding and alienating land, of entering into contracts and 
generally of doing and perfotming such acts and things as bodies 
cocporate may by law do and perfo1111". 
Section 4 of the same Cape Municipal Ordinance, 1974, states that a 
municipality shall be governed and represented by a council and the 
section provides further that all acts of any such council shall be 
deemed to be acts of the municipality. 
In view of the above provisions Heiring (1989 6) states that a 
muntcipality has certain characteristics. Firstly, it has a demarcated 
area of land, secondly there are inhabitants in a municipality, thirdly, 
there is a local authority in every municipal area anrl lastly, a local 
al!thority has delegated powers to act in a legislative and executive 
capacity. 
5.2 General welfare 
The primary objecttve of local government ia to improve the general 
welfare of the Community within the area over which it exercises 
jurisdiction. Heiring (1989 : 4) states that local govenment must 
stri·,e to improve the quanti~ative ..tnd qualitative lives of the 
inhabitants of the community. 
Heiring (1989 : 4) points out that development 1s not only directed 
towatds economic enhancement and material gains but includes the 
spiritual and cultural enhancement of the community. The rneaning of 
general welfare will differ from one community to the next as it is based 




Heiring (1989 : 4) states that policy on local g"vemment level is the 
result of a series of decisions taken by the Council, Standing 
Committees, Town Clerk or Departmental Heads. Policy provides direction 
towat:ds the achievement of a goal des! ~d by the policymaker, for 
example, the manner in which the municipal area must be developed and 
what services should be provided. 
5.4 Traditional decision'""114king 
Writers such as Robbins (1980 : 65) Gortner (1981 : 194) and Hanekom and 
Thornhill (1983: 63) agree that the definition of decision-making is the 
concept of choosing between alternatives. 
In tetms of organisational thinking and especially decision""IDaking, there 
appean Lo be a tendency to move away from the closed system approach 
where the influences in the environment are not regat:ded as a force and 
from motions towat:ds the fotmulation of specific decisions. 
In view of the abov~, decisions are fomulated within the given 
circumstances based on the contextual nature of the particular matter. 
In tema of this approach a particular decision-making model will be 
selected which will best suit the contextual circumstances. 
In contrast to the above, traditional decision-making is defined for the 
purpose of this study as decisions which are formulated at local 
government level accot:ding to a closed system approach based on fixed 
principles. In other words, decision making takes place withc,ut taking 
into account the prevailing contextual circumstances. 
Decision-making in local government takes plftce in a dynamic environment, 
at the same time taking cognisance of the conflicting values, notms and 
perceptions of the three participatory groups in ot:der to achieve the 
stated mission. The open system approach is the most effective process 
to improve the general welfare of the community through the satisfaction 
of their ever-changing needs. 
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6. Plan of the etudy 
Based on the information drawn from published textbooks, official 
publications, magazine articles, reports, official documentation, 
statutoty legislation, ordinances and interviews the study contains the 
following: 
In Chapter 2, the historical origins and development of local government 
are discussed so as to ascertain their influence on decision-making 
structures and strategies. 
Chapter 3 is an examination of the two considerations which come to the 
fore in Chapter 2, which has had a strong influence on the 
decision11aking process in local government, namely the philosophy of 
democracy and the effectiveness and efficiency considerations necessaty 
for the justified existence of local government. 
Chapter 4, deals with the placement of local government with tn the 
environment, which includes a descripti on of the dimensions found in the 
same env ironment that influence local government in its 
decision-making. This ch&pte r also e xamines the composition of the 
local government structure which supports the decision-uaking process 
when transforming resources from the environment into services. 
Chapter 5 provides an explanation of the definition and process of 
decision-making, the various models for decision-making as well as the 
various decision11aking aids which are available :o all decision-makers, 
whether they exist in the private or public secc, - . This discussion on 
the general theory of decislon11aking serves as an introduction to the 
discussion of decision-making in local government in c~~pter 6. 
Chapter 6 serves to explain the implications of del · "j_ .-- •--..:.aking at local 
government level regar.ilng the role of democracy, p~ 1 • 1 · patiou, values 
and noms of participants, as well as the! r perceptions. An 
understanding of the foregoing is necessaey in order to fa~llltate the 




Chapter 7 is a detailed explanation of the identified nomative criteria 
regarded as essential for effective decision-making as well as the 
factors necessary for their successful application. 
Chapter 8 is to discuss the selected case study, Bellville City Council, 
in tetms of its historical background, organisational and functional 
environment so that the selected decision cases may be seen in context. 
Chapter 9. Provides an analysis to determine whether traditional 
decision-making in local authorities is feasible or not. Four decision 
cases were selected for analysis. This chapter provides a description 
of the four selected decision case studies as well as an analysis of the 
application of the nomative criteria in each of these cases. 
Chapter 10 provides the sU1111118ry and conclusion of this study. 
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nmtODUCTOR.Y PER.SPECTIVE TO sr:rre AFR.ICAN LOCAL GOVERNMENT 
1. Introduction 
To determine the feasibility of traditional decision-making as it is 
practised in local government today, it is necessaty to trace the 
historical origins and development of local government so as to ascertain 
its influence on decision-making structures and strategies within the 
context of the broader constitutional government system. 
Attention in this chapter is given firstly, to the influence of the 
British system of govemment and secondly, to the development of local 
government since 1908, focusing on particular policy decisions which we~ 
taken and the influence this had on local government, especially since 
1958. 
This chapter will conclude with an exposition on the recent developments 
in local government and on the recommendations submitted by the technical 
committee appointed by the Council for the Co-ordination of Local 
Government Affairs regarding a new system of local government, based on 
the principles of a democratic, non-racial system. Reference will also 
be made to the Interim Measures for Local Government Act, No. 128 of 
199.'. , which provides interim measures for promoting negotiations on local 
government level to facilitate the refo1.111 process. 
2. The influence of the Brltiab aystea of govemaent 
The historical development of local government in the western world may 
be traced to the origins of the British system of government which has 
developed continuously over the best part of a thousand ye&rs without 
recourse to written constitution. 
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The relevance of the British system of government is important due to its 
influence and the introduction with adaptations of this system into the 
South African context. 
Craythoroe (1977) documents in detail his research into the British 
system of local government and its influence on the South African 
system. Craythorne (1977 : 10) states "In England local goverruaent 
developed from defensive needs, which evolved into public needs, to the 
eventual realisation that large towns had to have a rational system of 
government." 
However, Cloete (1988 81) points out that public administration 
comparable with that practised in the Western world was brought to South 
Africa by the Dutch settlers. The Dutch practices were adapted by the 
British after they took over the Cape of Good Rope from the Dutch in 1806. 
Cloete (1988 : 102) compared the developmenc of the practice of public 
administration in South Africa with what transpired in the United States 
of America. From this r.omparison he made the observation that public 
admlnistration in South Afr!ca is based on the foundations laid by the 
British and Dutch governors and officials who were representatives of the 
foremost civilised countries in Europe. 
Craythorne (1979 : 1) points out that the development of English local 
government originated from the military need for defence against 
invaders, evolving into institutions for the preservation of l a"' and 
order, and in the nineteenth century, evolving further into systems for 
the maintenance of public health. Craythoroe (1979 : 1) aldo states "it 
is only in the twentieth century that the British set about rationalising 
and structuring their system of local government". 
It may therefore be said that the development of local government in 
South Africa, especially in the 20th century could be directly related to 
the evolvement ot the British system of government. 
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Accocling to Craythorne (1979 1), the formalising of the local 
government system ,and the vesting of 
structures could be attributed to two 
English t-llnicipal Acts, namely: 
decision-making powers and 
important nineteenth century 
- the Municipal Cotporationa Act, 1835 which introduced for each 
municipality a mayor, aldenn.en, councillors and towu clerk and 
committeee, and 
- the Local Government Act, 1888 '1hich created the Local Government 
Boacl which allowed a measutl! of central co-oclination and could 
compel local authorities to use thei1· public health powers. 
In view of tre foregoing, it may be concluded that the South African 
local government system derives from Dutch, English and South African 
sources. The evolutionary thread commenced with local authorities 
attempting to determine their destinies to an i ndirect fot1D of local 
self-gove~nment. 
3. The development of local go~ernaent since 1910 
The unification of the four coloni.?s in 1908-1909 and the establishment 
of the Union of South Al:rica in 1910 unrter one parliament was preceded by 
the fot111ulation of the South Africa Act, 1909, by a national convention 
which became the first Constitution Act of South Africa. 
Cloete (1988 : 83) points out that by 31 May 1910 the four colonies in 
South Africa (Cape of Good Hope, Natal, Transvaal and Orange Free State) 
had more or less similar govemmantal and administrative institutions and 
practices. Cloete (1988 83) states further that the general 
characterlsticu of the administrative sytitems of the four ptovinces were 
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F.ach of the four colonies had its own system of municipal government and 
admt~istratlon. Cloete (1988: 83) explains that these systems differed 
only in detail because all of them were modelled on the system developed 
in the Cape of Good Hope after 1836. 
Baxter (1984: 140) points out tluat the development of local government 
since 1910 is characterlsed by the fact that no uniform system developed, 
although certain similarlties do exist. There are two main bases of 
differentiation and varlation, namely: 
- according to race groups; and 
provincial variations. 
Van Rooyen (1987: 1) states that the varlations which exist according to 
race groups, developed at an early s~age when local government 
Jnstitutions were created for specific groups i.e. the establishment 'lf 
Advisory Boards in urban areas occupied by Blacks in accordance wit,1 the 
Provisions of the Black (Urban Areas) Act, 1923. Cloete (1976 : 70 -
71) points out that other varlations existed even before Union, such as 
the fact that only white persons were enfranchised in the Transvaal and 
Orange Free State at local government level. 
Van Roo· en (1987 : 1) states that the coming to power of the National 
Pa tty in 1948 i s one of the most important sin.gle dev~lopments it. the 
history of local government in South Afrlca since 1910. Van Rooyen 
(1987 : 3) submits that the reason for the changes since 1948 was to 
u ~ntuate differentiation of systems according to race or population 
groups for more than 35 years i.e. the Management Co111111ittee System for 
Coloureds, the Local Affairs Committee System for Indians in Natal and 
Black Urban Councils and community counciJs. 
In the paragraphs which follow attentio1· will be given to Van Rooyen 's 
views on the development of local governmeut since 1950, where he 
emphasises the main reasons why particular policy decio~.ons were taken 
and the influence this had on local government. 
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Van Rooyen (19e7 : 3) is of the view tha~ the development of local 
government from 1950 to the early 1980s is characterised by the following: 
- a contin~-tt on of the systc~ of local government representative of the 
"White" popt1l r.t1on grou? under control of the four Provincial 
Authorities; and 
- the development of new le- .al :o hMiZlent institutions for the Bl'lclt, 
Coloured and Indian population groups. 
Van Rooyen (1987 4) refers to the recommendations of the Niemand 
Committee of Investigation which was appointed in 1961 to lnv~atigate and 
report on the development of local government for Coloureds in urban 
areas and towns. This fomed the basis of the system of Managemf::!nt 
Committees (Local Affairs Committees in Natal) for the Coloured and 
Indian population groups which were provided for in ::he Group Areas Act, 
No. 36 of 1966. It is still iu operattoo to lay and may be regarded as a 
cornerstone of the principle of "own affairs" embodied in the present 
constitutional dispensation. 
Van Rooyen (1987 : 4) points out that developm£nts in the early 1980s 
were preceded by a number of investigations which influenced the field of 
local government. These investigations, together with the f1nJings of 
the Schlebusch Commission and the President' a Cot1ncil regarding tle 
adoption of constitutional structures in South Africa, culminated in the 
acceptance of the Republic of South Africa Constitution Act, No. 110 of 
1983. 
Finally, according to Van Rooyen (1987 : 5) there are a number of changes 
which have been affected and which are of significance at local 
government level, namely: 
- the creation of Regional Services Councils; 
- the abolition of the four Provincial Councils with the retainment of 
an adapted fotm of provincial administration; 
- the abolition of influx control as part of a new urbanisation strategy 
and the grantin& of freehold rights. 
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4. Preaent atatua of conatitutional development for local goTermient 
In view of the above discussion it is neceasary to refer to the most 
recent developments and proposals regarding a possible new system of 
local government. A technical committee appointed in 1986 by the 
Council for the Co-ordination of Local Government Affairs bas completed 
and submitted its findings and recommendations regarding a possible new 
constitutional framework for local government. 
'nlorohill (1989 : 10) refers to the Council for the Co-ordination of 
Lo~al Government Affairs, as having identified points of departure as the 
basic principles on which a workable and acceptable new democratic and 
non-racial system of local government should be built. 
The first point of departure is that local government must remain as an 
independent fom and tier of government consisting of autonomous, 
directly elected local authorities with exPcutivP and legislative 
powers. The provision for democratic political participation, the 
elimlri.ation and prevention of domination and effective participation of 
minorities must be retained. The endowment of maximal powers and 
functions as well as sufficient sources of income must be striven for. 
The final point of departure is that existing and new sources of income 
of local government as well as inter-governmental grants, be utilised in 
an effective and non-discriminatory manner so as to pron:ote economic 
development and finan~ial independence. 
To enable communities to negotiate sensibly, particular models were 
proposed. According to Thornhill (1989 : 11) the five options submitted 
are not prescriptive but merely serv~ as possibilities chat could be used 
in the negotiating process. The five options are explained under 
separate headings as follows: 
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4.1 Separate local authorities 
The first model provides for local authorities for the various por,ulation 
groups (as they exist at present). However, this is not the status~• 
It should be the result of negotiations at local level. Each local 
authority should be financially viable and should have sufficient rrained 
p~rsonnel and an acceptable infrastructure to enable each authority to 
provide services to its community. 
4.2 Local services council 
This model provides for a council, to Le negotiated along the lines of a 
regional services council. Provision is to be made for autonomous local 
government bodies to exist, but within a newly established local 
authority. Each local government body, that is local authorities as 
well as management committees/local affairs committees are to retain 
particular powers. However, each body elects representatives to serve 
on the newly established body and agrees on the functions to be performed 
by that body. 
As the newly e stablished local authority has to be non-discriminatory, 
the existing management commit.tees will not be subservient to a "white" 
local authority. Existing black local authorities will be subject to 
the same provincial legislation. The Black Local Authorities Act, No. 
102 of 1982, has to be repealed if the Committee's proposals are 
adopted. The number of representatives could be in accordanc~ with 
ftnancial considerations, but decisions have to be taken in a .!cordance 
with needs and not on racial lines. 
4. 3 Joint local authority 
The third model is based on the fact that a local authority Cl•uld have 
one undivided area. This implie~ t hat a total geographical 1.rea c£ ..,.1 
urbanised community (containing a l~ population grn1..ps) is con 3irl •re'1 t-, 
be the local authority area. The area is subdivided into neighbourhood 
management areas according to common characteristics. Each a rea elects 
its own committee that will be responsible for matters affecting the 
particular sub-municipal area directly. Such committee will only act as 
a decision-making body for that particular area . 
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F.ach committee's chaiman and possible other representatives according to 
a negotiated arrangement, will s~rve on the joint council. The council 
will take decisions of general concerr. to the local authority. One 
administrative structure will be in existence and only one revenue fund 
will be in operation. Allocation of funds to the various areas will be 
done by the joint council. However, a neighbourhood management 
colDllittee may decide to improve its standard of services, but will then 
impose an additional levy on its community. 
Thus a paxticular area could improve the quality of life in its 
particular area without placing any additional burden on the rest of the 
inhabitants. 
4.4 Simple majority council 
Thia model simply impl.ies that a total area h considered as the local 
authority. lt is divided into watds and members are elected on a 
non-racial basis. Voting power could be according to the winner takes 
all principle, or on the basis of proportional representation. The 
latter electoral method would make it possible to provide for minority 
protection. 
4.5 Other locally negotiat~d option 
Apart from the four models mentioned above, provtaion la made for any 
other locally negotiated option as long as it complies with the general 
principles contained in the enabling act. 
No specific provision is made for local government in metropolitan areas. 
However, the locally n :gotiated option coul i be employed to establish a 
metropolitan local authority. It would, for example, be possible for local 
authorities to be established according to any o~~ t ~ four proposed models 
to form a oetropolitan local authority. 
The options detailed above have not as yet been accepted by the Council in 
question. Approval will be subject to the comments being awaited from all 
the relevant interest groups and stakeholders who have a vested interest in 




Central government has realised that proposals regarding co-operation and 
negotiation as proposed above for example, cannot be implemented because of 
certain legal impediments. The Interim Measures for Local Government Act, 
No. 128 of 1991, is an attempt to remove these legal constraints and to 
facilitate the process of refotm through: 
the establishment of negotiating forums by local government bodies; 
the framing of either agreements or sets of enactment3 by the above 
bodies; and 
the validation of those agreements or enactments by proclamation in the 
Official Gazette. 
5. Suaaary and concluaion 
The existence of local government systems in any state is based on 
institutions whose establiahment and development may be referred back to 
ancient history. 
The development of local government since 1910 in South Africa is 
characterised by the fact that no uniform system developed although 
certain similarities did exist. 
It is clear from the report submitted by the technical committee of the 
Council for the Co-ordination of Local Government Affairs, that the 
development of a new local government system will not be based on 
evolution as was the case with the British system nor by revolution, but 
n,ther through negotiation. '!'he process of negotiation is also a 
lengthy process as existing stmctures would have to be removed and 
consensus would have to be obtained from all the stakeholders. In the 
interim, the need and pressure for essential and emergency services by 
especially the lower socio-economic groups is immediate and should not be 
delayed due to the reform proctiqs . The enactment of the Interim 
Measures for Local Government Act, 1991, is a :;tep forward to speed up 
the negotiation and reform process prior to the finalisation of a 
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THB PHILOSOPHY AND PUHCTIONALITY OP LOCAL GOVIRNMENT 
WITHIN THB SOUTH AFRICAN CONTEXT 
1. Introduction 
21 
The description of the historical origins and development of local 
government in South Africa shows a strong British influence based on the 
philosophy of democracy. 
The literature research supports the notion t~t local government 
developed frolll the need to provide services to members of the co11111unity 
with the objective to improve the general welfare of the co11111unity. 
This development has had 




influence on local government 
throughout the decision-,ukiug 
Local government decision-making within a democratic government system, 
where the principles of popular representation are applicable, is upheld 
through the conc"!pt of participation by all the citizens within the 
community whare their inte.:"l'.!sts are ~ffected. 
The decision-me.kt.11t process withi:i local government is directed towards 
the impr~vement of che ~e e~al w~lfare of the community. The continued 
existence of lccal governaen~ is juitif~ed according to the effectivP. and 
efficient achievement ~f ~his ob~ective. 
The purpose of this r.ha~ter 13 twnfold: 
- to examine the extent to whil!h the philosophy of democracy i11 upheld 
at local government level; 
- to examine the effectiveness and efficiency consid 




2. Local govemaent and deaocracy 
Rodee, Anderson and Christo! (1983 : 43) have submitted the location of 
power criteriWD as one of the criteria necessary to classify a state and 
also to distinguish between democracy and dictatorship. A goverruaent 
uhere decisions are controlled by all the adult members of a society 1a 
defined as a democracy, and conversely, a go\~rn_ment where decisions are 
ultimately controlled by fewer than all the society•s adult members, is 
defined as a dictatorship. 
This brief explanation of democracy and dictatorship has led to many 
problems as no actual government fully measures up to the theoretical 
model of democracy. This is supported by Rodee, Anderson and Christo! 
(1983 : 46) who are of the opinion that some states are more democratic 
than others. This has also contributed towards the endless confusion 
and disagreement as to what democracy is. 
For the purpose of this discussion, Ranney•s (1971 76) working 
definition of democracy is used as he furn_ishes four principles which 
must be complied with to uphold the philosophy of democracy. These 
principles facilitate easier analysis to detetmine whether participation 
by all the members within the community is being provided for, especially 
during the decision-malting process. 
Ranney (1971 76) defines democracy as follows: 
"Democracy is a form of government, organised in accordance with the 
principles of popular sovereignty, political equality, popular 
consultation and majority rule". 
In view of this defini~ion, democracy at local government level is 
difficult to uphol 1 on the basis of independent and full autonomy. In 
order to practice democracy as defined, these elements should be present, 
but no local government institution is completely autonomous as it is 
limited in area (municipal area), legislative powers and financial 
budgeting constraints. No local government instit ution has full powers 
aa it is subordinate in the constitutional hierarc:hy in relation to 
central and provincial government. 
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This analogy could be applied to the concept of participation at citizen 
level where all the citizeus are not on the municipal voters' roll, 
although it is assumed in te1111s of Rodee, Anderson and Cbrlstol (1983) 
and Ranney's (1971) classification, that in a democratic state all 
government decisions are controlled by all the adult members of society 
as the power is located in the people. The classification submitted by 
the two ,rrlters above is, however, applicable to local government as the 
evolution and development of local government was a result of citizens 
wishing to participate in affairs directly affecting the~. 
In order to give effect to participation, it is essential that the 
communication process is functioning since it ta not only necessary for 
the members of the community to participate in the fomulation of 
decisions. but also to ensure that the decisions taken are transmitted 
onwards to the rest of the members of the collll!lunity who did not take part 
in the decision'"1118king process. 
In view of the above, it may be accepted according to Craythorne 
(1979: 1~). that democracy at local government l evel 
internal and external aspects. Internal in the 
democratically-elected . representativea having a say 
consists of 
s ense of 
in policy 
decision-making; and external with regard to the rights of citizens to 
submit requests and to appeal against decisions. 
Political representatives also have a vested responsibility for keeping 
the members of the community at latge infotmed on all l!lattera affecting 
them. 
3. Justification for the continued exiatence of local govermaent 
To justify the continued existence of local government and thus its 
usefulness to society, Van Rooyen (1985 : 11) submits two considerations, 
namely: 
- civil considerations with political or subjective determinants; and 





The civil consideration has been discussed in paragraph 2 above and 
attention is now given to the utilitarian consideration. 
In tems of the utilitarian consideration, the responsibility of local 
government is to provide and aaintain essential and emergency services to 
the c0t1111unity. The needs of the community regarding these services are 
never-ending and it is impossible to list all. 
The National Productivity Institute (1Q89 : 3) has claaaified all the 
needs of the c011111unity into logical and bCCeptable groupings in order to 
simplify the process as follows: 
- physical needs, refer to the needs of penons who wish to aurvive 
physically and wish to live in an orderly, safe and clean environment; 
- economic needs, imply that a person does not only wish to survive but 
wishes to live at an acceptable standard through the utilisation of 
facilities; and 
- intellectual needs, ariall! once an acceptable level of '1afety and 
living standards baa been guaranteed, \lhen the person will expect his 
intellectu~l welfare and development to be accommodated. 
In ottler to satisfy these needs listed above through the provis.!.•Jn of 
services, the local authority concerned must fonnalise the following 
strategy which will include: 
- the formulation of goals; 
- the setting of objectives to achieve these goals; and 
- the exercise of activities to satisfy the needs listed above. 
The availability of resources to provide these services is scarce. 
Because of the scarcity of these resources certain ser-•ices will have to 
receive a higher priority than other services which st . .... ld be included in 
the strategy detailed above. 
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The fot111ulation of goals, establishment of objectives and exerelse of 
activities is influenced by the limitation of resources which in !"um 
makes it difficult to prioritise. Acco-cling to Van Rooyen (1985 : 14) 
this process is further aggra~dted by the following: 
- local aurhorlties function within a political w.ilieu; 
- val~e judgements (political or subjective considerations) are part of 
the poll~y formulation dOd decision-making process; 
- effe1... iveness cannot bn determin~d througn profit and loss - this is 
es,ecially applicable where the cost of the oervice and the bene~lt of 
the service is not divisible. 
It is possible to evaluate the success of local government by identifying 
and sat•sfying the aeeds of the community. Epstein (1984: 11) 
maintains that effectivc>ness and efficiency can be measured. Epstein 
(1984 12) states further that a servict:: can be considered to be 
effective if its unmet needs are kept at a 3atisfactory level. 
Effecttvenegs can be measured in different ways according to Epstein 
(1984: 13), which can be grouped into four general categories: 
- measures of co1111Dunity condttions; 
- measures of servil!e accomplishments; 
- mtasures of citizen or client satisfa_tf , 1 and pereepttons; and 
- measures of the unintended adcerse lmpar t.s of a service on the 
commun.:ty. 
To m~asure efficiency, the local government body must dE:termine the cost of 
the cesoun:ca utilised to perform these activities to achieve the obj<"!ctives 
and ultimate goal in the strategy. The cost justification for each activity 
must be detett.1ined and ,-1,E> economic considerations taken into account. The 
measurement of effici~ncy relates the cost of the ar.tivity to the ~uantity of 
the service produced by the activity. 
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4. SU11Ury and conclusion 
To achieve the philosophy of lC1cal government as transcribed from the 
United Kingdom within the democratic framework, the opportunity for full 
public participation by all members of the community must be available. 
In otder to achieve the foregoing on the one hand while at the same time 
justifying the continued existence and usefulness, especially of local 
authorities, it is necessary to ascertain the extent to which the needs 
of the community have been accurately determined and adequately satisfied 
through the provision of services. The e ffectlvenes and efficiency 
criterion therefore plays a major role la this regatd. 
It la essential that local govern'llent t!ftectiveness and efficiency ls 
measured, so that its succe~s in achieving its ultimate purpose or 
mission is evaluated in otder to question its continued existence. In 
measuring effectiveness, local government looks out to the public to 
de termine the impact of services on the community. In measuring 
e fficiency, local gove rnment l ooks inwatds to its own operations to 
dete rmine whether it is producing a reasonable amount of services for 
each rand spent. 
It is clear that at local government level the principles of democracy 
must ':>e regarded as an 1,uportant criterion to be complied with in the 
decisio ,-making process. A further important criterion la the 
compliance of the effectiveness and efficiency considerations to improve 
the general welfare of the community, which ls the ultimate objective of 
decision-making. 
The needs which originate within the community are transmitted to the 
local authority in the fotm of impulses from the external environment. 
The resources requir~d to satisfy these needs are lv~ated in this 
external enviiunraeu~ • 'T'he ! ensi~lvlty of the local auth~rity to react, 
depands on the dr .., ree of active public participation by the community 
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'nlB PLACEMENT OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT WITHIN AN 
OPEN SYSTEM ENVIRONMENT 
28 
The nature of local gov~rnment is to providt: services to satisfy the 
ph:,sical, economic, political and social needs, expectations and 
interests of the community. The purpose of this chapter is to describe 
the factors within the environment which have an influence on the 
provision of services and which should be taken into account by the 
decieion11akere. The composition of the local government structure 
which supports the decision-ciaking process when transforming resources 
from the environment into services will also be examined. 
Thie explanation will attempt to show that the decision-making process 
cannot take place in isolation from the environment. The pu rpoee and 
objectives set by local government as well as the services provided, are 
influenced by the environment. 
The interaction between the environment and local government will be 
examined in accordance with the open system approach. Thie is beet 
suited to portray the influence and affect of the en\fironment and the 
role local government assumes within this environment, which has a major 
bearing on how and why certain decisions are taken. 
2. Open system aodel 
The open system model is used here to explain the location of local 
government within the environment in which it operates as it ls an open, 
dynamic, multi-goal seeking, purposeful system. Hodge and Anthony 
(1988 : 58) state that all organisations fit this description whether 
they a re public or private, profit or non-profit, business or 
government . Schwella (1986 45), Hodge and Anthony (1988 59) 
describe an open system as taking inputs from the environment, 
transfotming them through operations into outputs and rec-eiving feedback 
from the environment on its success. 
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A commonly used diagram depicting the transformation of inputs ls shown 
in Fig1.1re 2. 
Figure 2 
INPUTS 











Robbins (1980: 149) states that there ls no shortage of definitions of 
"environment". He submits the most popular definition of the 
env!.ronment as that which ls comoosed of those institutions or forces, 
that affect perfomance on the organisation but over which the 
organisation has little or no direct control. However, as Robbins (1980 
: 214) points out, most organisations seek to control their environments 
in order to reduce uncertainty and their dependence on others. 
Hodge and Anthony (1988 : 68) submit a good method to conceptualize the 
interaction of an organisation with its environment by using the 
macro-intemediate-mlcro-envl ronmental distinctions. This model ls 
explained hereunder. 
3.1 Macro-environment 
Hodge and Anthony (1988 : 68) furnish ~ very clear, simple and short 
definition of the macro-environment where they state: ~The 
macro-env~ronment ie the gt oeral environment within which the 
organlsatton works" . 





Accoroing to Hodge and Anthony (1988 : 94) the macro-environment can be 
broadly classified into the following seven major components : culture., 
politica:i. t1yetem, economic srstem, competition, technology, skill mix, 
consumer/client groups. Meirlng (1989 57) states that for the 
pu rpoeee of research the environment can be divided into the following 
categories: physical, economtc, political, social, religion and other. 
For thr purposes of this dissertation the following major dimensions have 
been selected for explanation as they have specific influences on local 
government: 
- the poHtical dimension 
- the economic dimension 
- the soclal dimension 
- the cultural dimension 
- the techn0Jogical dimension 
- the physical dimension 
Political dimension 
Hodge and Anthony (1984 97) state that all organisations are 
affect ed ~ the political system in the macro-environment. 
Furthermo -e, Hodge and Anthony (1984 : 97) explain this dimension by 
stating that in otder to exist, organisations must comply with certain 
legal procedures to begin operation, thP.y must observe applicable laws 
in the conduct of every day affairs, and they m1.1st comply with laws 
ceasing operation. 
Economic dimension 
Hodge and Anthony (1988 : 71) clearly define the economic system in 
the macro-environment as the way in which society creates and 
distributes wealth. Hodge and Anthony (1984 72) further explain 
the economic system for organisations as that major part which is 
concerned with the availability of resources for the organisation. 
The climate and natural resources of the geographic area in which the 
organisation operates, affect the type and use of many of its physical 





Fox, Schwella and Wissink (1991 : 20) explain the social dimensiot1., 
when they state that the social environment can be seen as patterns of 
interaction or interacting social roles and institutions within a 
particular soc tety. Fox, Schwella and Wissink (1991 20) state 
further that this environment includes trends regarding demographic 
characteristics of the population, trends in respect of urbanisation, 
housing, education and training and human development. 
Cultural dimension 
According to Hodge and Anthony (1988 : 64) the cultural system of a 
society i:i the society's basic beliefs, attitudes, role definitions 
and interactions. Institutions in the cultural system include the 
family, religious institutions and educational institutions. These 
institutions transmit the cultural patterns from one generation to the 
next and also redefine and build upon cultural values. The cultural 
values and norms held by a society or segments of that society are of 
importance when their preferences and needs are to be assessed. An 
analysis of these factors has to be made by policy-makers and public 
managers to gauge these needs and preferences. 
Technological dimension 
Hodge and Anthony (1988 : 66) view technology as the use of machinery 
and process to produce and distribute goods and services. It is the 
state of the a rt and science employed in the production of goods and 
servlces. 
Factors identified for analysis in the technological environment 
include the nature of technology, trends in technological development 
and the natural and social impacts of the uses of technology. 
. . . 
, ~ . 




3.1.6 Physical dimension 
Coertze (1980: 27) explains the physical environment as being limited 
and not easily altered. The environmental factors which stem from 
the physical dimension play a specific role in the provision of public 
services. Heiring (1989 : 58) points out that people are dependent 
on the physical environment for their future existence. 
3.2 Intemediate or specific environment 
The intemediate environment also referred to as the specific environment 
by Fox, Schwella and Wissink (1990 : 8) ~• ,1 he viewed as that part of the 
environment, that represents the cone ~ete manifestation of the 
macro-environment forces. Hodge and Anthony (1988 : 69) explain the 
intermediate environment as being made up of linking systems that 
facilitate the interface between the micro and macro-environments, 
Fox, Schwella and Wissink (1990: 8) submit that the specific enviro~ment 
may be conceptualised in terms of the following components: 
- regulators; 
- suppliers; 
- consumers; and 
- competitors. 
These components make up the linking systems as explained by Hodge 
and Anthony above. The major dimensions in the macro-envli:"Onment 
as explained in paragraph 3.1, have a direct influence or effect on 
these components. 
Each component in this environment facilitates the acquisi ::ion of 
resources from the environment for the distribution of products and 
services to the environment. From the local government 
perspective these components are often referred to as Jnterest 
groups and pressure groups. 
. . . , 
. ' ..-e • • • • • r ' 
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The micro-environment according to Hodge and Anthony (1988 
made up of three major subsystems: 
- che goal and work system; 
- the structure, communication and authority; and 
- the human factor system. 
33 
63) may be 
The three major subsystems are explained as follows. Firstly, the goal 
and work system of the organisation is made up of the primary mission, 
the specific objectives, and the types of work undertaken to accomplish 
the mission and objectives. 
The structure, communication and authority system is concerned with the 
way an organisation allocates decision-making authority throughout t he 
organisation. The concepts such as organisation design, delegation and 
control are primary considerations. 
Fi nally, the human factor system is the network of interpersonal 
relationships and behaviour patterns within the organisation, both 
formal and informal. 
The micro-environment is thei~fore a mechant sm for the transformation of 
resources from the environment into distributable products or set vices 
through the utilte~tion of the tht~e subsystems identified by Hodge and 
Anthony 0988 : 68). 
In order to achieve the fon.going, it is accepted that numerous 
Jctivities would have to be undertaken within each subsystem. By 
applying thie .nicro-environment ei-planation of Hodge sud Anthony (1988) 
to the local government organisation concept, it wlll be necessary to 
apply tht! c lassificati.on of activities as undertaken by Hanelrom and 
Tho:nhill (lq~3 : 76 ) , being the generic administrative functlons, the 
functlonal acti~ities and auxilliary fuuctlons. 
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The generic administrative functions of policy-making include financing, 
organising, personnel provision, procedures and cont~ol. 
The functional activities are peculiar to specific sec •i ce~ such as fire 
services, traffic services, parks and civil engineering services. 
The auxilliary functions include decision-making which is necessary to 
expedite the execution of the generic administrative functions. 
The classification of activities are the functions within the 
organisatiou necessary to achieve the ultimate purpose of that 
organisation. 
The transformation process within th~ micro-environment is realised 
through a series of decision-making processes in order to perform the 
functions identified in Hanekom a nd Thorn~ill's (1987 76) 
cl::i.ssification. 
As the micro-environment represents the organisation, it is accepted 
that a series of decision-making processes takes place at various levels 
within the organisation in order to achieve all the functions as 
classifiec by Hannekom and Thornhill (1987 76). In order to 
deliminate the organisa tion into its various levels within the micro-
perspective, reference is made to Cloete's (1980 : 72) policy-making 
model. Toe _evels identified by Cloete (1980 : 72) form the basis of 
the structure of the micro-environment. 
Cloete (1980 : 72) points out that policy-making takes place at four 
levels within tr-e organisation, namely: political, executive, 
administrative and operational. Cloete thuc implies that a series or 
network of decisions takes place on each level. Each level is 
discussed briefly hereunder: 
3.3.1 PoU tical 
On this level according to Cloete (1980 74) the decisions of the 
political office "!>earers are applicable which will guide the local 




Cloete (1980: 74) describes this stage as consisting of aspects such as 
financing, pe:rsonnel provision, organising and the determination of work 
procedures which provides an indication on which matters decisions 
should i>e taken regarding executive and administrative policy. 
3.3.1 Administrative 
Cloete (1980 74) states that th:ls level is concerned with the 
practical steps undertaken and implemented ma1nly by officials in order 
to realise the executive policy. Adminis_rative policy is continuously 
fomulated and consists of difficult decisions. 
1.3.4 Operational 
According to Cloete (1980 : 77) this consists of the working level. 
The decisions are taken by su?ervisors at this level and does not affect 
the functional activities of the ~rganisation. This is largely 
concerned with routine work which is undertaken by subo1Jinate officiale. 
The four levels identified by Cloete (1980) form the structure of the 
organisation which provides the framework for the perfo~nce of the functions 
explained above. The placement of local government within the environment 
with the introduction of the major dimensions in the macro-environment, has a 
profound influence on the interest and pressure groups in the intermediate 
environment . These groups in turn provide inputs/resources to be transfomed 
into outputs/g.!rvices by the micro·-environment which is represented by a 
typical :!..ocal ~overnment organisation. The model described above is 




PLACEKBNT OF LOCAL GOVERNMENT WITHIN 
AN OPEN SYSTEM ENVIRONMENT 
MACRO ENVIRONMENT 
( MAJOR DIMENSIONS) 
0 Political INFLUl!NCES 0 









Interest Groups INPl!T 
PreMure Groups ;.l 
llESOl/RCEl 
' 
MICRO ENV ~ONMENT 
C LOCAL GOVERNMENT ~ 
STRUCTURE FUNCTIONS 
Ptoli:lcal levc1 0 Functional activities 0 
Generic pubUc Executive level 0 0 
management 0 Administnltive level 
functions 0 Operational levc'. 




Local government functions within a unique environment, where the 
citizens have their own unique needs and expectations influenced by the 
major dimensions prevailing in the macro-environment such as politics, 
economics etc. The local government policy-making procest1 and 
decision-making process is influenced by the macro and intermediate 
environment in which these citizens find themselves. 
Although for the putpodes of discussion these factors have been 
isolated, local government servic .s are influenced by all these factors 
in its totality. From this scenario, it is clear that decision-making 
within the organisation or micro-environment is complex, especially if 
the inter-relationship between the officials and representatives is also 
taken into account within the four identified decision-making levels of 
the structure. 
An attempt will be made to explain the general theory of decision-making 
which -ntinously take place in the mic ro-envi ron111ent of an" 
organisation. 
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CHAPTF.R 5 
GINBRAL DECISIOM-M.U.IJ«; THEORY 
1. IntJ:Oduction 
38 
The importance of the decision-making process is reflected in the 
following two quotations: 
" •••••• the dectsion11aking process ••••••• lies at the heart of all 
management activity." (Haynes, 1980: 70) 
"Decision-aking •••• is the dynamic element that activates and sustains 
the managerial process." (Harrison, 1981; 10) 
Decision11aking is one of the most complex processes within Any 
management process as there are no set procedure manuals to assist the 
decision-aker, especially in complex situations where immediate action 
is required oa a strdtegic level. Lower down the organisation at 
operational level, however, the decis ion""1114king process is more simple 
as the majority of the decisions are mainly routine in accordance with 
prescribed policy. 
A description of the general theory of decision-making will serve as an 
introduction to the discussion i n t h e next chapter of decision-making 
theory in local government. 
include: 
- the defi~ition and process; 
The gen~cal t teory of decialon -maklng will 
- decision-making mode:ls developed for the purpose of assisting 
~ecision"111akers to make the moat correct decision; 
- implications of these decision-making models at local government 
level; and 
- decision-making aids which attempt to place the process on an 
objective basis by quantifying all identified variables to facilitate 
the selection of the best alternative. 
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2. Definition and proceaa 
Despite the complexity of decision-making there appears to be no 
difficulty in defining decision-,naking, as writers such as Robbins (1980 
: 65), Cortner (1981 : 194) and Hanekom and Thornhill (1983: 63) agree 
that the definition boils down to the basic C'Jn~ept of choosing between 
alternatives. 
The choice bet,reen alternatives is a process which takes place in the 
fom of a nl.1J1ber of steps. Cortner (1981 : 194) states that theories 
vs.t:, from the three-step models of John Dewey and Herbert Simon, to more 
elaborate flvt-step models developed by ,Uver Elbing. 
It is sometimes assum£d that the basis of all decision-making processes 
are rational and that on! y the rational aspects in decision-maklog 
should be concentrated on. Th.is assumption has been supporu:cl by 
writers such as Robbins (1980 : 168) who is of the opinion that a 
rational person i o nware of the available possibilities and is in a 
position to detet1Dine the consequences thereof and to make a free choice 
in tetms of his value judgements. 
Fox, Schwella and Wissink (1 Q'}O "0) point out that Baybroo'<e a :iJ 
Lindblom dispute the foregoing and hold the view th.•l c ~moc ratic 
decision-inaking is characterised by incremental decision-mait.! ,s.· . Thi a 
•s known a s disjointed incrementalism and according to Fox, Schw~ll ~ end 
~l sg~ nk (1990 • 40), it seeks to transfotm decision-,naking strate~v to 
fn j ,t: ., the s i :-uation of limited cognitive and t~rourcc abilith. '• 
infot111at:..on collection and computation. This model 1.:- • •1>lained in 
section 3 oi t his Chapter. 
Simon (1960 : 2) also disputes the model of rational decision-maKlf\1 and 
replaces the idea of maximising with "satisficing behaviour". As 
indicated earlier Simon supports the view that the relevai:t 
decision-makiog body does not use a systematic model of advantages and 
disadvantages, but rather studies all the possibilities one for one 





3. Deciaion-.aking aodela 
Hanekom and Thornhill (1983 78 and 79) state that decision-malting 
models can be arranged into two groups: the rational and the 
non-rational or heurlstic models of decisi~n-making. 
'!be incremental model is discussed by Hanekom and Thornhill (1983 : 79) 
but is not included iu their initial groupings. The incremental model 
occupies the midpoint between .cational and non-rational dec1.aion-making 
models on a continuum and is included between the two groups of 
decision-making models. (Refer to Figure 4). 
Figure 4 
Ratloruil 




Hanekom and Thornhill (1983 : 78) define rational decision-making as a 
cold, calculated process excluding intuition, emotions, and sentiments, 
in which only the "haro." facts are taken into account when a choice is 
made among alternatives. 
Hanekom and Thornhill (1983 
rational decision-malting: 
78) submit the following phases in 
- determination and description of problem or goal; 
- collection and analysis of data; 
- development of alternative solutions; 
- evaluation of alternative solutions; 
- selection of the best alternative; 
- analysis of the results of the decision; and 
- implementation of the decision. 
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3.2 Incremental model 
Haoekom and Thornhill (1983 : 79) explain the basis rJf this model "as 
the vie~ or proposed situation differs only marginally from the existing 
situation and requires a decision affecting only the marginal 
difference". It is therefore accepted that the existing condition or 
policies are adequate and by relying on the existing conditio~s or 
policies, the decision-uaaker approaches each problem or goal in 110 
incremental fashion. 
Hanekom and Thornhill (1983 : 79) further conclude that the 11dv11ntage of 
this model is that it obviates original thinking, speeds up 
decision-making, and is relatively inexpensive in comparison with 
•.-ational comprehensive decision"111aking. The shortcoming is the 
acceptance of the adequacy of existing policies thereby emphasising the 
conservative approach. Thia negates the opportunity for creative 
thinking. 
3.3 Heuristic model 
Hanekom and Thornhill (1983 : 80) describe this model as a process where 
past experience is evaluated and a solution sought by trial and error -
a sort of groping for agreement and consensus seldom arrived at by 
logic. Hanekom and Thornhill (1983: 80) state further that this model 
is flexible as the purpose is continuously analysed and 
re-interpreted. As this modl!l is mote flexible than rational 
decision-making, a subjective decision-maker can distort facts to the 
extent that decisions reflect purposes removed from reality, and simply 
represent the views of the decision-maker. tt is further argued that 
human values, intuition and subjectivity enter into the process. 
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4. Iaplicatioua at local goyerrment lenl 
Decision-making at local government level could be seen as a combination 
of the various decision-111aking models in certain cases. At certain 
levels within the hierarchy rational decision-making could be applied, 
for example, the evaluation of tenders. The heuristic model could also 
be applied, for example, in the data processing branch for the creation 
of new computer programmes. Finally, at the higher executive levels 
within the hierarchy satieficing behaviour could be exercised by senior 
officials to satisfy the Jemands of councillors at the political level. 
Satisfic!ng behaviour, proposed by Simon (1976 : 79) has by his own 
admission according to Fox, Schwella and Wisstnk (1991 41) been 
reduced with the growth of information technolcigy. Purthet'lllOre, with 
the increasingly higher standards expected by ":he ratepayecs with their 
greater knowledge and expertise, minimum standards are no longer 
regarded as satisfactory. 
5. Traclitional deciaion-.aking 
Hanekom and Thornhill (1983 77) have identified the following 
functions of decision aaking, namely to: 
- solve problems; 
- simplify the achievement of goals; 
- reach a desired future state of affairs; 
- improve the welfare of the community; 
- improve efficiency; 
- expedite work; and 
- consider the consequences of an activity before undert~king it. 
The achlevP.ment of these functions through the process of 
decision-making is more complex, as a decision-maker especially in a 
complex situation, does not possess a neat set of quantified 
alternatives to provide the decision-maker with a guide to select the 
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beet alternative to fomulate the most correct decision. '.J.'hia problem 
is compounded as decision-makers in local government must select the 
best alternattve against the background of conflicting values and still 
satisfy the actual needs of the comunity. 
Hant!kom and Thornhill (1987 




7 5) state that decision-making should 
of the community and that the decisiom 
the guidelines or noms of public 
These writers reiterate that the decisions taken by 
officials should not reflect their personal views, nor substitute their 
personal views for community values. The same would apply to 
councillors as they are also participants in the declsion-makl~s process. 
In view of this complex nature of deciPton-making, Nigro and Nigro 
(1984 : 220) have identified certain coM1110· . rrore. 
especially common in lhe defined t raditiot , , 1w i,roach: 
These errors are 
- cognitive uear-slghtedness; 
- assumption that the future w1 11 repeat the past; 
- oversimplification; 
- overreliance on one's own experience; 
- preconceived notions; 
- unwillingness to experiment; and 
- reluctance to decide. 
To overcome the e r rors listed by Nigro and Nigro above and the 
dlsadvantageo of the various decislon-,naking models listed in Section 4, 
writers such 88 Stoner (1978) have attempted to improve the gen,- J.,. 
effectiveness of decisions. To develop a model for applicatio.1 ~o. 
local government ls complex, as every situation or issne is not the same 





The implications of the foregoing as well as the decision-ma.king models 
discussed in Section 4, has necessitated a definition of the type of 
decision11aking which takes place ~t lo~al government level. The 
troditional 'lpproach refers to the making of decisious without the 
decision-makers taking full cognisance of the possible effect of the 
trenda and influences prevailing within the external environment, as 
well JS the future impl1c11tions of such decisions taken. For the 
purpose of this discussion it is referred to as traditional 
decision""t'l~king. This 18 also referred to as the closed system 
approach. 
Tradition.i l decisLon-making is defined for the purposes of this study as 
decisions which a re formulated according to a closed system dpproach 
without t~'·ing into ,~count the prevailing contextl•.al circumstances. 
This approaci:: does not fully achieve the functions listed by Hanekom and 
Thornhill (19l'3 : 77 ) a nd lends itself towards the making of common 
errors identifit!d by Nigro a~d Nigro (1984: 220) . 
In addition to the .:.bove, it .i.11 al<Jo appear t hat decision-,aaking at 
local government l eve~ 1 s fottnulated withJ n a c losed :;ystem which is 
directly opposed to t t..! .;,tJen syst1::m approach explai ned i c Chapter IV. 
In each decision-making model including the tradi tional decision-makJ ng 
approach defined above, there are various aids whi ch could be utilised 
by the decision-makers in order to place the process on an objective 
basis. This can be achieved by quantifying a ll t he identified 
variables to facilitate the selection of the best alternative. 
6. Aida in decision-malting 
In each decision-making model there are vartot:~ aids which cou ... d be 
utilised by decision makers in order to pl~ce the process on ~~ 
objective basis by quantifying all the idc.nt: ified variabltis t ,'l 
facilitate the selection of the best alternative. 
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Irrespective of the type of decision-making model adopted by the 
decision-makers, Schwella (1985 : 84) is of the opinion that certain 
decision-making aids are more suitable in the higher levels of the 
organisation where decision-making is not programmed. He is further 
of the opinion that other decision-ir.aking aids will be best suited for 
the lower levels within the organisation where the decisions are 
progranaed :ind more routine. 
Robbins (1980 71 and 74) defines programmed decision~ as those 
decisions which are repetitive and routined. Cortner (1986 : 196 anJ 
197) further defines progr.1mmed decisions ai,3 those decisions which do 
not ha ·e to be remade and which e. re turned over t o the lower levels of 
the organisat.ion. In contrast, Gortner (1986 197) def ines 
non-programmed decisions as those trus t have a key impact on the 
organisation and are usually handled by al alnlstrators a t hi Jher l c 1~ls 
of the organisation. Furthemore , these dt>~id.ons :-equire an analysis 
that cannot be bas ed on prior circums tances, t he refore, they include a 
levf>l o~ ri'lk or unc e rtainty. 
Schwell a ( 1985 = 84) points out that a s most high level decisions are 
und-rtaken t y g roupg such aa councils and committees the following aids 
a re avail abl -">r effective decision-making, namely, brainstorming, 
syne tics a ru. ~vminal group t echnique , a s expounden he reunder. 
Brainstormlni, 1 technique whereby a nU111be r of :,ereons take turns to 
genere t a nUDber of ideas without critical discuss.:on rega rding a 
particular problem fo r a specific period of time. Alternative 
solutiono s re g ~ne rated and noted for later discussion and analysis. 
Synetics as a technique is based on the concept of using anologies to 
assist in the two processes of making the strange familiar, and making 
the familiar strange so that a common understandiug may be developed of 
t he subject under discussion. Thereafter, the solutions are usually 
developed on the basis that the familiar is made strange, for during 
this period those involved in the decision-making process make a 
conscious effort to look at the problem from a completely different 
,vint of "iow. 
' !.,.j \· . - --~ . - -- - - - - - - - - - -- - - -




'- Finally, the nominal group technique restrlcts discussion or 
interpersonal communication durlng the decision-making process. The 
members meet as a group and each mem~r presents one idea at a time to 
the group. The group then discusses the ideas in order to clarlfy and 
evaluate them. Each one of the members of the group then silently and 
independently ranks the ideas in order of preference. The final 
decision is dete!'lllined by the idea obtaining the highest aggregate 
ranking. 
Schwella (1985: 87) proceeds with this exposition by pointing out that 
after the policy objectives have been set, the executive action to 
implement this policy must be undertaken. These decisions are taken at 
the lower levels aud as indicated previously, they are more programmed 
and less influenced by political factors as well as being better suited 
for the use of quant ,tive decision-making aids. 
For this type of decision-making situation there are a number of 
decision-making aids for example, linear programming, probability 
theorles, simulations and cost benefit analysis. These methods will not 
discussed in detail here as the emphasis of this text is focussed on 
group decisi~n-making. 
In order to summarlse the foregoing, the levels of decision-making as 
propagated by Cloete (1980) are schematically presented hereunder in 
Figure 5, which port rays the location of group decision-making and 
individual decision-making within those levels, as well as the 
decision-making aids best suited for those levels. 
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Figure 5 
LBVELS AND TYPE OF DBCISION-MAIC..IN(; 
WITIIIH TBB ORGANISATION 
GROUP DECISION-MAKINO 
(Non-routine) 





o Linear progtanuning 
o Probability Uteories 
o Simulations 









7. Suaaaiy and conclusion 
In the decision-making process a rational approach cannot be used to 
solve all assignments with a value dimension, it could however, miniaize 
the irrational element and facilitate objective measurement and 
calculation. 
In order to assist the decision-making process, especially in large 
local authorities, it is necessary for a stable organisational and 
functional structure to be established. Additional factors such as a 
fim and established decision-making hierarchy and value recognition 
will facilitate effective decision-making and easier implementation. 
Decision-making models are in effect, a representation of reality and 
contribute towards the search for alternatives and more successful 
decision-making. An important advantage of decision-making models is 
that it can signal problems or difficulties timeously so as to avoid a 
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LOCAL GOVER.NMENT DECISION THBOI.Y 
Introduction 
The explanation of general decision-asking in the previous chapter 
served to explain the definition and process of declslon-aaking, the 
various models for decision-making, as well as the various 
decision-making aids which are available to assist the decision-aalters 
to make the most correct decision. 
This general theory of decision-making is applicable to most 
organisationR in the private and public aector which includes local 
govenuaent. However, due to the uniqueness of the environment in which 
local government is placed, the constitutional fr&11eworlt in which it 
operates, as well as the natu:e of its objective to improve the general 
welfare of the community, it is necessary to consider the implications 
of decision-making at local government level. 
As explained i n Chapter 3, the upholdment of the philosophy of democracy 
as well as the coutinued justification of its existence are two 
essential characteristics which must always be taken into account 
throughout the decision--maidng process at local government level. 
To understand the exact implications of the foregoing it ia necessary to 
expand the general discussion of decision-making in Chapter 5 to 
decision-making in local government, specific,.llly to facilitate the 
e·,aluation of traditional decision-uking. 
To achieve the foregoing, an understanding of the following aspects is 




- the role of democracy in decision-making; 
- participation within the parameters of democracy; 
- the role of the participants in .he decision-making process; 
- the influence of values and noms in decision-.aking; and 
- the role of perceptions of all the participants. 
Th.e chapter will be concluded with a discussion on the function of 
decision-making and common errors found in decision-.aldng at local 
government level. 
2. Role of deaocracy in deciaion-.alc.ing 
No effort will be made here to explain the philosophy of democracy and 
its principal characteristics as this has been explained in Chapter 2. 
However, democracy is mentioned here as it is an integral part of the 
local government sy&tem especially with regard to decision-making so as 
to enable all interested parties to participate in this process. 
Hanekom and Thornhill ll983 132) state that democracy is a 
prerequisite for any public activity, as it must not only be taken into 
consideration to guarantee the acceptance of policies, but also to 
ensure the co-operation of the community when the success of executive 
actions depends on persuasion and co-operation. 
Craythorne (1979 : 30) attempts to detemine the extent of democracy 
which prevails at local government level, but concedes that there are a 
number of practical 
affairs, the role 
accountability. 
Craythorne (1979 
problems, such AS peupte's knowledge of public 
of opposition or criticism, untformity and 
31) summarises the foregoing by stating that 
democracy in local government embraces: 
- a basis of elected representation; 
- a c~nc~rn for the needs of all citizens, whether or not they have a 
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- the right of all citizens to appeal against administrative decisions; 
- the right of all citizens to submit requests to those who govern 
them; and 
- the right of citizens in general, i.e. for some citizens to expect 
some or other fom of employment prospects. 
If all these points are accommodated then it is natural to assume that 
the rigbt .'l and views of all concerned persons will be taken into account 
in the decision-malting process. Further advantages to be derived, will 
be t ; ~t more objective and acceptable decisions will be fomulated which 
will &,aist in the achievement of the ultimate objecti~e. 
The achievement and upholdment of the philosophy of democracy throughout 
the decision-making process is based on the concept of participation 
which is discussed in section 3. 
3. Participation 
Within \.he pa rameters of Ranney' s (1971 : 76) definition of democracy, 
Cole (1974: 2) states that as a ,h' losophical idea, participation is a 
product of two schools of academic thought; the sociological view 
concerned primarily with the effect of the loss of community on society 
as a whole; and the political science view concerned mainly with the 




12) continues to distinguish between two types of 
- direct participation, f~r ex3.lllple refe!'enda and public meetings; 
- indirect participation through political representation and thti 
exerci~e of the right to vote. 
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The Joumal for Studies in Comparative Local Government (1970), subatits 
the purpose of public participation aa being twofold. 
publication states that participation is a means for: 
- collecting information; 
- facilitating policy det~mination; 
Firstly, the 
- promoting co111111unication between the residents and the local 
authority; and 
- facilitating the acceptance of the activities of the autho::i.ty. 
Secondly, the publication states that participation is aa objective for: 
- expanding local democracy, self-government and citizenship; and 
- promoting community development. 
Todes and Watson (1987 94-98) have identified eight significant 
factors detemining the viability and effectiveness of coll'Jllunity based 
participation. These factors are discussed briefly hereunder: 
- the free availability of information from the local authority and 
permission to attend council meetings; 
- the range of functions on which the participatory structure is 
consulted is severely limited and confined to less important 
functions; 
- the use of participation as a means of social control or as a 
strategy of legitimation; 
- local authorities may give participatory structures financial su?port 
where their motive for participation has been that of social control 
and to manipulate the organisation; 
- the extent to which people feel they will make material gains from 
their involvement, will be .. he function of both the "breadth of 
activities" which the organisation involves itself in and the extent 
of the resources at its disposal; 
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participatoey structures may be set-up in order to establish control 
over the community through the mechanism by which the office-bearers 
are chosen; 
- the representative nature of the community-based participatoty 
structure ls an important factor as, for example, the consequence of 
middle-class dominance means that a significant percentage of the 
co~~unity remains unrepresented and unconsulted; 
- to sustain the interest of the people in the community on a long-term 
basis, depends on the expectations surrounding participation 
exercises and the gains which could be made from the involvement in 
the111; 
- the success of community-based organisations depends on the local 
authority support in its initial stages, but on the other hand, the 
curtailing or limiting of support to these organisations may lead to 
their demise ; 
Community-based participation as expounded by Todes and Watson 
(1987: 94-98) could be conducted within the mode of party politics, but 
it has certain definite advantages as well as detrimental consequences 
in relation t o the factors detett1.' ning the viability and effectiveness 
of community-based participation. 
Aa regards the advantages and disadvantages associated with party 
politics at local government level, Van Zyl (1987 : 11) has identified 
that a challenge exists for the councillors and the officials to 
maximise the advantages and to minimise the disadvantages. Van Zyl 
(1987 11) lists the following disadvantages of party political 
involvement in local government: 
- interests of the voters are leas important than those of the party; 
- party political confrontations and debates at council meetings which 
are of no or little interest to the residents; 
- fotming of groups; 




On the other hand, the advr.ntages of party political involvement listed 
by Van Zyl (1~87 : 11) inc1ude: 
- greater involvement },y voters; 
improved co-ordinatLon and co-operation; 
- improved disciplir.e and order ~ttiin the! council; 
- improved trainiod of candidatfis and councillors; and 
- improved commur,ication between the council and the voter. 
4. Participant• 
Participati,,n in the decision-making process at local government level 
includes tnree participatory groups, namely the elected representatives/ 
councillrrs, officials and members of the community. This section will 
give atcention to the role of elected representatives/councillors and 
officir ls only, 83 they attempt to improve the general welfare of the 
community through tl.e satisfying of their needs. 
4.1 Elected representatives/councillors 
Du Tolt , (1985 : 23) refers to municipal elections, where a particular 
candidate draws more votes than the opposing candidate and is deemed the 
winner of the election, and questions the fact as to who is really 
represented by the representative and what is he representing. He la 
of the opinion that these questions can be answered by examining the 
different interpretations of the otyle a represent ~tive should have. 
Du Toit, (1985 : 23) submits three styles of representation. Firstly, 
the representative is seen as a delegate where he reflects the 
characterlatics, demands and wishes of all the people whom he 
represents. In terms of this interpretation the representative is seen 
as an agent or messenger of his ward. 
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The second style is where the representalive acts on behalf of the 
voters by giving his attention to their demands and wishes, but not 
directlr. He is instead pennitted to use his own initiative to promote 
their interests. 
trustee. 
In this particular case he is referred to as a 
Finally, the third style is a combination of the two above styles. 
<,ften referred to as "politicos" " •••••• Politicos are political 
representatives who fight for approval of the bread-and-butter 
legislation favoured by their constituents, while taking forceful, 
independent stands on issues that do not directly engage the "pocket 
book" interesto of those constituents" (Du Toit : 1985 : 23). The idea 
of this style is to combine the benefits of the first two styles and to 
petmit the representative to assume a leadership role within the 
community. 
Irrespective of the role or style the elected !'epresentative may decide 
to adopt, De Jager (1985: 35) stipulates that individual councillo·j do 
not possess general powers to bind their council through their actions 
when representing their ward. De Jager (1985 : 35) further states that 
the council ls also restricted from delegating any of its powers or 
authoricy to an individual councillor to act on its behalf when 
representing his ward or voters. The councillor does, however, possess 
certain legal rights or powers, and is entitled to: 
- freedom of speech; 
- free access to records; 
- full participation at meetings; an~ 
- remuneration for services rendered. 
In view of these rights and powers ' tat••· above, De Jager (1985 : 36) 
states that a number of duties exerci.:· , t t v a councillor are based on 
the exercise of his unbiased discretion, ~ l that he should safeguard 
against substituting the values of the community for bis own personal 




It is clear that in otder to be successful, the elected representatives 
must have the ability to reconcile the conflicting demands within the 
different sectors of the community and also obtain consensus. At the 
same time the elected representatives must not undetmine those issues 
which could be regatded as being of national interest. 
4.2 Officials 
Cloete (1980: 26) states that political office bearers should kno~ the 
theory and practice of government, and administrators should know the 
theory and practice of public administration. This statement is not 
incorrect but it is now accepted that the political functions and 
administrative functions can not be separated, especlally in practice. 
Meirlng (1989 : 104) supports the view that politics and administration 
play a continuous role in both the fotmation and execution of decisions. 
T1.-aditionally, officials were expected to adapt to the changes within 
the local government environment in conjunction with the changes in the 
political environment, and also to ensure that the councillors have the 
necessaty and correct information to make the most correct decision. 
Meirlng (1989: 106) ~tates that with the increasing complexity of local 
government and adt4inistration, there has been a shift in functions 
undertaken by councillors and officials. Officials in executive 
positions are ¼coming more involved with regulatory and related aspects 
regatding decision-making. In this regatd the regulatory function of 
decision-making includes the solving of conflict, allocation of values 
aod the delegation of authority. 
In view of the foregoing, decisions taken by officials are not in 
isolation or independent of the decisions taken by councillors. 
Heiring (1989 107) states that the official functions of the 
councillors in a political environment and the decisions taken by 
officials, have an affect on the welfare of the citizens within the 
community. 
The officials are also expected to choose between alternative methods of 
action, which also means a choice between values. The consequences of 
such a decision may also cause conflict within the community. 
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Finally, the official is expected to be aware of the needs of the 
colll!llunity and that it should receive a higher priority than the 
existence of the poet, department or local authority to whom he is 
attached. Co-operation between councillors and officials with regard 
to values exists and both the councillors and officials must be involved 
in the factual infol11l8.tion and value judgements in decision-making. 
5. Value• and nol118 
All three participatory groups in the decision-making process, of which 
two were discussed, hold and express certain values and nome. The 
values and noms of the co1111Dunity should receive priority above the 
values and noms of the elected representatives/councillors and the 
officials, if effective decision-making is - l take place. 
Cortner (1986 : 47) has given attention to values and noms and states 
that there are three types of norms, namely the lbw, rules of custom and 
moral precepts which become involved in the interactions between a 
public body and those with whom the body must deal. In view of the 
foregoing, Cortner (1986: 48) states that "if a public agency can align 
itself with important noms in society it can strengthen itself in the 
-political world". 
Cortner (1986 : 49) points out that the noms and ideals that are 
expressed by a public body are very important. Cortner (1986 : 49) 
s t ates further " ••••• any public nfficial must know whil!h norms are 
a~cepted by the important groups surrounding the body. It is essential 
to maintain the proper balance between commitment and flexibility so 
that the public bureaucracy can maintain the support of theae groups 
within the political system that give the body the chance to succeed" 
(Cortner 1986: 49). 
Cloete and Hanekom (1985 : <:,.;) are of the opinion that wht!n public 
policy is being formulated, a study of t.he role of values should be 
included. This statement is also applicable to decision-making as 
policy""111&ltlng comprises a series of decision-making processes. 
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Cloete and Hanekom (1985 . jO) state that there are numerous values to 
be analysed, for example, values of political parties, personal value~, 
religious values and values legitimised by law and custom. Every 
person has hie own values which shape hie judgementa, which will never 
make it possible to satisfy the values of all the individuals. 
Therefore, compromises will have to be made. 
In practice, local govet"'llllent must, du ring the decision-making process, 
reconcile all the value judgements prevailing within the community as 
voiced by the elected representatives. It must be accepted that the 
values identified will always be embodied in the decisions taken by 
local government. 
6. Perceptions 
Local government functions in a unique environment where the members of 
the community have unique needs, interests and e ~pectations. As shown 
in the decision-making process, local government is influenced by the 
environment and the environment is in turn influenced through the 
formulation of policies to improve the general welfare of the community. 
Heiring (1989 : 76) agrees that this is a complelC matter, especially 
with regai:d to the question as to "what" should be done, as it will 
depend on the petteptione of the participants, namely the councillors, 
the officials and the members of the community. The satisfying of 




achieved between the 
is of the opinion 
respective 
that these 
considerations will depend on the answers to the following ouestions: 
- what do the members of the community desire? 
- what is the perception of the members of the community with regard to 
what should be done? 
- whac do the members of the community e~pect to receive? 
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The environmental factors not only influence the needs of the ~embers of 
the community, but also influence tbe noms and values of the 
community . Against this background the individual will develop his own 
perception with regatd to what is dPsirable and essential. 
In practice local government is confronted with conflicting and 
competitive demands for the satisfying of needs. In this regatd 
consideration must be given to the different groups within the community 
who each have their own different needs and strive to have these 
differe ~t n~eds satisfied. 
As mentioned previously, the different environmental factors ll'bich 
influence decision-making makes the search for consensus within local 
government environment more complex. 
Meiring (1989 : 81) states that effective and efficient decision-making 
will depend on the degree of consensus achieved between the relevant 
participants. Heiring (1981 : 81) states that the extent of the 
consensus will 1n11cate the degree of reconciliation which is possible 
and will also provide a basis for action. 
He! rlng (1989 : 82) has submitted the following diagram (shown in 
Figure 6), which portrays the perceptions of the participants at local 
government level. 
Figure 6 






7. Suaaary and conclusion 
Df::mocracy at local level is a prerequisite for effective decision-making 
to enable all interested and affected parties to participate in this 
process and therefore it is essential that provision is made for free, 
effective and full parti cipation by all. 
In the present changing constitutional environment, prevailing weak 
economic cliute and inc1:'l'>..as1nj social needs, greater demands are being 
placed on the elected represf .1tatives and officials. Due to this 
changing scenario, the tendency is for greater co-operation b~tween the 
elected representatives and officials and the removal of the distinction 
between the political and administrative roles. 
The noma and values of the co1D1Dunity as well as the perceptions 
eJCperienced by all th~ participants does influence the decision-making 
procesfl . 
successfully, 
In order to overcome these 
all pa rt1cipants should strive 
subjective tendencies 
for consensus when 
attempting to reconcile these values and noms without losing sight of 
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lfORMATIVI CR.ITD.ll POR. DBCISION-Milll«, IN LOCAL COVIINKINT 
1. Introduction 
Deciaion-.aking ia an important continuous auxilliary function wnich ia 
necessary to expedite the genetic adainiatrative function, and may be 
seen as an aid, which is implicit to and ineeparable from the 
comprehensive administrative process (management). As deciaion-aaking 
ia an important part of the total administrative procese, the 
effectiveness of local authorltiea is often evaluated on their ability in 
this area. 
An excellent decision, one baaed on ii!formation that baa been gathered, 
analysed and evaluated effectively - may tum out poorly because of an 
unforeseeable event. Conversely, an unpredictable event may tum a bad 
decision into a good decision. For these reasons, decisions should be 
evaluated on the basis of the situation at the time they were made, 
rather than after the results have been received. 
In view of the foregoing, varloua decision-making models and aids have 
been proposed to redu~e the uncertainty in decision-making and t~ 
minimize the rlsk ( refer to Chapter 5). The purpose of this Chapter is 
to identify and define all the c_iterla by which a decision's potential 
effectiveness can be determined within the local government environment. 
Based on the historlcal orlgins and development of local government 
researched in Chapter 2, two important considerations were identified as 
being essential for effective decision-making. Firstly, the upboldment 
of the philosophy of democracy so that all persons may patticipate and 
secondly, the effective achievement of the purpose of local government, 
namely to improve the general welfare of the community. 
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Arising fro• the discussion in Chapter 6 on values and norms, information 
will be needed by the decision1akers on the prevailing values and noms 
of the community. Information will also be required for the 
detemination of the coat implications and potential benefits to be 
received, so as to satisfy the efficiency consideration in Chapter 3. 
In view of the foregoing, the following nomative criteria have been 
identified as essential for effective deciaion-maki~: 
- the legitimacy criterion; 
- the effectiveness and efficiency criteria; and 
- sufficient infomation criterion 
Each of these normative criteria will be explained fully in this chapter 
as well as the factors necessary for their successful application. 
Actual decision cases will be selected ftoal the case study to ascertain 
whether these nomative criteria have been applied and if applied, the 
extent to which they have been applied. The actual succese or failure 
of the decision will confim whether these criteria are valid. 
'ftle success of the decision will be based on whether the decision has 
been Puccessfully implemented or subsequently repealed or rescinded. 
2. Decialon-..ldng criteria 
2.1 Legitimacy criterion 
Fox, Schwella and Wissink (1990 : 143) reiterate that 01,c of the guiding 
principles of public administration is the adheren~e t v thn ail'ls of 
democracy. F.aston (1979 78) states that legitimacy f9 •~e a<c2pc~nce 
of an organisation by the people as to whetaer they can ~clentify with it, 
as it gives expression to their values, needs and errertations. F.aston 
(1979 278) further states that the establishmP.nt of a sense of 
legitimacy is probably the single most effective device for regulating 
support in favour of the authorities. 
' I • • 
' - - -- - - ---- --- --- ~--- - - -- - - - --~ ---
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Esterhuyse (1987 : 314) indicates that there are three dimensions of 
legitimacy as identified by F.aston, which are: 
- justification ideology and values; 
- satisfying the needs and expectations of people; and 
- the trust and c-onfidence people have in the personnr:1 of the 
o rgani sa tion. 
Based on the definition of legitimacy and the dimension submitted by 
Esterhuyse (1987), the legitimacy criterion in decision-,aalting can be 
tested against three factors: 
- whether the principles of democracy as propagated by, for example, 
Ranney (1971: 76) have been complied with; 
- whether the decision is acceptable to the majority of the members 
within the community, in other ~ords, the success achieved in 
reconciling the different values of the community; 
- acceptance of the decision within the local authority by the 
officials, especially on the admicistrat~_ve and operational levels 
within the organisation, as they will be responsible for implementing 
the decision; 
Bates (1988 : 179) states that legitimacy and acceptance are closely 
linked. Legitimacy in decision-mak~ng means that elected municipal 
councils could determine its own fatf'.. The continued existence of local 
government is dependent upon it~ ability to satisfy its political 
aspiration.· , depending on its pow~r and authority, which is also closely 
linked to the legitimacy criterion. 
2.2 Effectiveness and efficiency c~i.1.ed.t1 
In the public sector environment, espl•cially at local government level, 
the local body is traditionally evaluated on its degree of effectiveness 
and efficiency, as it is not a profit-making organisation. 
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The decision-maker within the local government tier strives to achieve 
the effectiveness and efficiency criteria throughout the dec1sion""111aking 
process. Epstein (1984 : 11) defines effectiveness in local government 
as the degree to which services are responsive to the needs and desires 
of the community. Effectiveness includes both the quantity and quality 
aspects of the service. In other words, has the decision achieved the 
objective to the satisfaction of all concerned. 
Epstein (1984: 11) refers to efficiency as the ratio of the quantity of 
service provided to the cost required to produce this service. 
Efficiency relates to the cos t of the activity decided upon in order to 
achieve the ultimate objective. &onomic considerations can not be 
ignored in decision-making as each expenditure on resources should bring 
an accompanying positive result. Local authorities can not continue to 
exist over a period of time if they continue to deplete scarce resources 
as this will eventually place an unnecessaey burden on the ratepayers. 
For effectiveness and e fficiency to be included as criteria for 
successful decision--making in local government, it should encompass: 
- cost justification; 
- accrual of economic and other benefits; 
- validity with regard to the ultimate achievement of the mission or 
objective of the local authority. 
Hodge and Anthony (1988 147) state that an organisation can be 
effective without being efficient, or may be efficient without being 
effective. An example of the fo1111er is where a local authority as a 
result of community pressure and outcey, build a city hall which is not 
fully utilised but nevertheless is a facility which caters for the 
cultural needs of the community. The efficiency fa~tor is not achieved, 
however, due to the maintenance and administrative costs necessaey to 
fund all those activities that are essential to maintain the facility in 
the event it is needed for a cultural event. 
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2.3 Sufficient infollll&tion criterion 
In any decision-making situation, sufficient and accurate 
infotmation as well as the availability of technical knowledge 
concerning the 
decision-making. 
particular matter, will facilitate effective 
Van Wyk (1990 : 14) states that in order to deal 
with a problem effectively, it is essential that the problem be 
approached in a systematic and logical manner. Van Wyk (1990: 14) 
states further that all sources should be referred to, interviews 
should be conducted with all the participants concerned and the 
advice of authoritative and knowledgeable persons within that 
particular field should be requeoted. The validity of all facts 
obtained should also be tested prior to formulating the decision. 
ThJ approach will minimize the risk and assist in developing the 
most correct decision. 
The approach explained above could be applied to those situations 
where the decision-maker is confronted with new and novel problems 
for which there are no established and routine procedures and where 
sufficient time ls available. This approach is not favoured by 
Schwella, Fox and Wissink (1990 : 142), as they claim that the 
emphasis will be placed on previous experience and not on 
creativity. According to these writers the tendency will be 
towards satisflcing rather than optimising, which will lead to 
solutions that are unlikely to stray much from the status quo. 
In situations, where an immediate decision ls required and time ls 
limited, the above approach could not be applied. It will appear 
that in this type of situation the decision-maker will still rely on 
previous experience and will still tend to emphasise approaches that 
are relatively familiar when selecting a suitable alternative. 
However, Van Wyk (1990 : 14) pointe out that the more complete an,~ 





3. S\maary and concluaioua 
The legitimacy criterion is essential in the decision-making process as 
the success of the decision will depend on whether the peopl~ who are 
affected by the decision can identify with it. This will also add value 
to their values, needs and expectations. The effective and efficiency 
criteria are also regarded as essential as they will assist in 
detemining whether the organisation has been able to achieve its 
objective in the most economic manner tbrnughout the decision-making 
process. Finally, the third criterion, sufficient infonnation is 
necessary as it facilitates more effective decision-making. 
The three identified criteria can never be fully achieved in every single 
s!tuation where a complex decision has to be taken. It must be accepted 
that in certain instances, the legitimacy criterion will be of high 
importance but the effectiveness or efficiency criterion will not be 
Rchieved and be z:eganied as of low impo ~tance. 
In v iew of the above explanation it is clear that the full achievement of 
each of the three criteria is not eac.y, but should nevertheless be 
striven fo r by a ll decision-,iw.kers t o ensun: t hat the most correct and 
e ffective d~clsi ~n le fomulQted. Every decision-making situation 
should be analy.1u~: in a ccordance with the crit~ria, which should be 
sal i sfie d f o :crnost 1 "\ order to achieve the ultimate objective of the 
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CHAPTER 8 
SELECTID CA.SB STUDY BELLVILLE CITY COUNCIL 
1. Introduction 
To achieve the purpose of this thesis, naMly to determine the 
feasibility of traditional decision1aking in a large local authority, 
it was necessary to select a large local authority from which decision 
cases could be selected for analysis. 
Bellville City Council was selected as it is one of the largest local 
authorities in the Cape Town metropolitan area. It also complies with 
all the other criteria necessary to facilitate this analysis, for 
example, a fit111 and established organisational and functional structure, 
~~proved and tested powers of delegation within the organisation, 
established levels of decision-making and authority, established policy 
with regard t o strategic and forward planning and finally, 11 well 
administered archive registry reference system. 
The purpose of this chapter is to sketch the historical background and 
the organisation~! and functional environment of the local authority in 
question, so that the selected decisions may be seen within this context. 
To achieve this purpose, the position of Bellville City Council will be 
discussed in tenns of: 
- its placement within the constitutional framework; 
- historical background; 
- organisation and functional development since 1980; 
- future strategies. 
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2. Couatitutiooal fraaeworlt 
The Republic of South Africa is a unitary state with three levels of 
government - central, provincial and local government. The rowers on 
central government level are divided into leghlative, ezecutive and 
judicial institutions. On th~ ~vincial and local government levels 
the authority is divided between legislative and ezecutive 
institutions. The institutions on each of the three government 
levels have a role in the policy11aking and decision-.aking process. 
lbe Republic of South Africa Constitution Act, No. 111 of 1983, 
provides the: constitutional framework within which tht: legislative, 
executive and judicial institutions are established and within which 
these functions are carried out. lbe Constitution is thus the 
collection of "legal rules" in tems of which South Africa is 
regulated and administered on each of these three levt;la. 
The Provincial Government Act, No. 32 of 1961, stipulates that 
provincial authorities should regulate municipal matters. In tet111s 
of this Act, local authorities are subject to the aut.bority of the 
provincial authorities. 
The provincia~ authorities of each of the four provinces in South 
Africa have, with the passing of time, drafted a series of ordinances 
to control lc,cal matters such as: 
the registration of townships; 
composition, authority and activities of councils; 
personnel; and 
financial arrangements. 
It is clear from the constitutional structt· ...- presented above thl't 
local government is a manifestation of devolution (political 
decentralisation) with some deciaion-making and ezecutive autonomy. 
However, due to its subordinate position within the constitutional 
hierarchy, it will never be vested with full or total autonomy. 
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Ou the question of local autonomy, Craythorne (1980 : 14) subt:lits two 
example11 t1J illustrate this point. Firstly, local government is 
limited in area (municipal area) and s~condly, local government is 
also limited in legislative powers as it cannot itself promulgate 
bye-laws it decides upon. 
Despite the subordinate status 
(1985: 9) points out that it 
of local government, Van Rooyen 
is still empowered to carry out 
specif!• d services which are essential for the maintenance of an 
orderly soctety, in accordance with: 
autonomous decisions made by their own elected councils &cting as 
a policy1aking body; and 
policy laitl down by a higher level governme~t institution. 
It is within this constitutional framework within whlch Bellville City 
Council as a local authority is placed. 
3. Hiatorical trends and background 
Strydom (1981 45) states that the two forerunners of municipal 
government in Bellville were the Bellville Protection and Vigilance 
Allaociation 1918-1922, and the V111age Management Board (VMB) 
1922-1940. The difference between the two w~s that, the Vigllance 
Association had no stsn_, 03 in law, while the VMB was a statutory 
body. Accordin3 to J• t aom (1981 : 45) both did extremely useful 
work, the .,na in its privat~ caP4city and the other aA an integral 
pa rt of the machinery o ~ 1,,1 • ..!l government in the Cape Province. The 
older body prepared , he way for a statutory local authority in 
Bellville. 
Strydom (1981 : 57) states that the Provincial Secretary, in a letter 
dated 29th July 1940 to the Village Management Board, advised that the 
/.➔ "111'.1.L&trator had announct!d that the .'illage Management Board of 
~llville would cease to exist and that th" Municip31 Counc.11 would 
tske its place. 
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In 1979 the City of Bellville Private Ordinance, 1979, was promulgated 
which provided that the Town of Bellville be known as the City of 
Bellville and thet the Council shall be called the City Council of 
1.)~llville. 
According to Strydom (1981 : 105) the first town plan for Bellville 
waA approved ln 1948 and revised in 1958. The total surface area of 
the municipal area is 6 000 ha, of which 2 650 ha had been developed 
in 1979. Approximately 751 ha is ,t available for development 
purposes. 
Strydom (1981 : 107) further states that in 1955 it was reported in 
the Cape Tim~s, that the valuation stood at over RlO million and in 
1979, Die Burger reported that the rateable value was calculated at 
R500 111llion. At present the municipal property Vbluations for the 
municipal area of Bellville are being finalised and it is estimated 
that this figure will increase dramatically, partly as a result of all 
the development which has taken place since 1979. 
Steydom (1981 : 106) stated that the first factory in Bellville was 
for filtering and hottling mineral water in 1880, but the major 
industrl,11 break-through came in the early fifties, when the Municipal 
Council acquired a large area of Crown Land in Bellville South and 
developed this into an industrial township with railway siding 
facilities. 'j_tie total Bellville area zoned for industrial purposes 
is 462 ha. 
Over the years the City Council of Bellville has established a firm 
and viable infrastructure for the provision and maintenance of all 
esseL•tial, emerp;ency and cultural aervic-s to the community which has 
also foPterP.d at1d encouraged industrial, commercial and residentidl 
... _velopment within the municipal area. 
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4. The functional and organisational development since 1980 
The Municipal Council of Bellville is composed of 12 elected 
Couucillors. The Council not only has legislative powers but also 
executive authority. The capacity of the Council is not limited to 
the making of policy and bye-laws, but may also decide on executive 
matters such as the appointment of personnel. 
The three Standing Committees of the Council consist of elected 
councillors of the Council who have been convened in accordance with 
functional specifications and not geographic specifications, for 
example, £inane~ and protective services. 
Ttu:~se Standing Committees meet monthly to cnnsid'"-:- s1:1t>F-'! • of the 
Council' a work and make recommenddtions to the full louncil , The 
membership of the standing committees comprise the same 12 elected 
co~ncillors. Tht chairman of each Standing Committee ls elected each 
year by a Council caucus consisting of the same Council members. The 
qualifications or criteria for chairmanship are not set or applied 
formally. The election process within the Council caucus ls 
conducted by means of a secret ballot. The portfolios of these 
Standing Committees is presented schematically in Figure 7. 
According to Me1.ring (1989 : 48) this system is referred to as the 
multiple committee system. 
The a.,proved Powers of Delegation have also made provision for the 
Council to establish the following Special Committees in terms of 
section 59 of the Cape Municipal Ordinance, No. 20 of 1974. 
An Advinory Committee ls a Committee convened by the Council for a 
specific purpose, to which the Council may refer any matter for 
investigation and report, for example, any matter which relates to the 
administration of the Tygerberg Nature Reserve. The Special 
Committee for Personnel 1"1atters, considers and submits n · 1mmendations 
to the Committee for Financial Affat rs aLtd General Purposes cone~ ming 
personnel matters. Finally, the Special Committee for Land 
Transactions, considers and submits recommendations to the Works and 
Planning Committee conr.ernlng all price negotiations regarding 
property in which the Council is involved. 
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The Council and its committee structure, detailing the relevant 
portfolios of responsibility are schematically presented in Figure 7 
hereunder: 
Figure 7 
THE COUNCIL AND STANDING COMMITTEE STRUCTURE 











- Licensing Otdinance 
- Civil Defence 





Tygerberg Nature Reserve 
COMMITTEE FOR FINANCIAL 
AFFAIRS AND GENERAL 
PURPOSES 
- Buildings, facilities 
under the control of 
no other committee 
- Public Relations 
- Protection of Environ-
ment 
- Personnel matters 
- Legal matters 




FOR PERSONNEL MATTERS 
COMMITTEE FOR WORKS 
AND PLANNING 
- Land-Usage Ordinance 
- Building Control 
- Advertlsing Boards & 
Encroachments 
- Municipal Services 
- Parking areas 
- Squatting 
·· Public open space 
SPECIAL COMMITTEE 
FOR LAND TRANSACTIONS 
The administration of all the emergency, essential and cultural services 
and functions is ccntrolled and co-otdinated by the Administrative 
Committee, conslsting of the relevant heads of department under the 
chairmanship of the Town Clerk. This AdministrativP. Committee was 
convened officially fol the first time in 1981. 
The Administrative Committee was appointed by the Council and derived its 
powers from the Council, and could only act within the limits of 
delegated authority, that is within the prescribed policy, directives and 
wishes of the Council. This Administutive Committee is presentlv 
referred to as the Executive Management and operates on the same basis as 
explained above, but with changes in the membership composition due to 
subsequent changes in the fnnctional structure. 
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The Executive Management has delegated decision-making powe-:-s a11d also 
refers recommP.ndations for consideration/approval to the various Standing 
Committees of the Council, or to the Council itself. 
Since itfJ proc lamation as a t.ity in 1979, the organisational structure 
and breadth of activities or · ~u.:~ions undertaken by Bellville Council 
has shown a dramatic increEse, which r r ' des with the increased 
residential and commercial de~ elopment , municipal area. 
This organ.1sational and fu .l"." r- tonu growth is reflected in the personnel 
growth trends, (Bellvilh, D&,:, 1 991), where the t0.:al number of actual 
posts (salaried & wages) of 994 unHs in 1980, increased to 1408 units in 
the 1989/90 financial year, which reflects an increase of approximately 
30%. 
The City Council of Bellville provides the following eme rgency, essential 
and cultural services: 
fire brigade services; 
water reticulation; 
sewerage purification and reticulation; 
parks and recreaticnal f acilities; 
cleansing services; 
road maintenance; 
libraiy services; and 
building control. 
The provision and maintenance of these services is supported by the 
followlng staff functions: 
treasuiy services (income and expenditure); 
administration (property transactions, committee secretar.at services 
etc.); 
personnel (selection, recr1itmen~ , maintenance etc.); 
mechanical workshop; and 
electrical works Lop. 
From 1980, Bellville Council underwent major changes it its organisational 
development as certain funct:i..ons/servicen hecame mine apecialised ol" were 
established or absorbed from other tnscitutions. This hPd a major impact 
on the organisation and the communlty, for example : 
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the continued development of tne personnel function since 1980, into a 
fully established Management Services Directorate for the provision of 
organisation and work study, training and development and data 
processing services; 
the establishment of a Town Planning function in 1983, to assist th~ 
Town Clerk in the administration of the Land-Use Planning Ordinance, 
No. 15 of 1985; 
the establishment of a Security Services Branch in 1983, for the 
protection of all council property against vandalism, theft and 
destruction. 
the establtshment of a Valuations Branch in 1985, to administer the 
Valuations Ordinance, No. 26 of 1944; 
the establiahment of a Civil Defence function in 1986, in terms of the 
provisions of the Civil Defence Act, No. 17 of 1977; 
the establishment of a Management Accounting Branch and an Internal 
Audit Branch in 1989 and 1988 respectively, in the Directorate : 
Financial Management; and 
the take-over of the electricity distribution function from Eskom in 
1989. 
ln view of this growth it became necessary to streamline the functional 
structure and to redefine the deciaion-,naking hierarchy in order to 
provide all these services effectively and efficiently. 
The approval of the Powers of Delegation by the Director of Local 
Government of the Cape Province in Au~ust 1984, firmly established the 
division and allocation ~f the powers, duties and activities of the 
Council and its Standing Committees on the proviso: 
that it is not a matter which only the Council can decide upon, as per 
legiolation; or 
that it is not a matter which has been delegated to the Town Clerk. 
The Organisational and Functional Structure of the City Council of Bellville 






- Organisation & Work Study 
- Occupational Safety & Losa 
Control 
- Training & Development 
- Personnel Services 
- Data Processing Services 
DIRECTORATE ELECTROTECHNICAL 
SERVICES 
- Mechanical Workshop 
- Electrical Workshop 
- Electrical Distr..bution 
- Service & Maintentmce 
- Technical Services 
- Installation Inspectnrate 







- Committee & Secretarial 
Services 
- Property Control 
- Trade Licences 
- Liaison Services and Public 
Relations 
- Library Services 
- Registry Services 
- Traffic Services 
- Fi re Services 
- Security Servlces 
CIVIL DEFENCE 
- F.mergency Planning 






- Internal Audit 
- Management Information 





- Sewerage & Cleansing 
Services 
- Forward Planning 
- Town Planning 
- Building Control 
- Building Maintenance 





In ot:der to illustrate the impact of the J~ctslon--mt.king process as well 
as the growth of the City Council of Bellvill'?, thti trends of two factors 
were selected from the resources profile since 1980, namely, its 
persormel trends and the actual operating and capital expenditure 
trends. These two trends are illustrated in Figure 9 and Figure 10 
respectively. 
Figure 9 
PERSONNEL GROWTH TR.ENDS 
YEAR YEAR YEAR YEAR YEAR YEAR YEAR YEAR YEAR 
80 81 82/83 83/84 84/85 85/86 86/87 87/88 88/89 -----
994 1008 1023 1042 10 1190 1165 1200 1224 
Figure 10 




Operating 43 035 143 45 560 230 
Capital 6 747 932 10 218 048 
• Electrical Distribution takeover 
** Budget Figures 





74 014 568 126 422 930 







143 462 070 
22 308 720 
In ot:der to faci Utate effective decision-making in the City Council of 
Bellville, strategies were identified to anticipate the changes and 
t rends in the macro-environment and possible future needs of the 
inhabitants of the community. A major advantage of this approach is to 
direct the organisation and its resources towat:ds these strategies, so 
that decision-making would take place on a pro-active basis and not on a 
reactive basis. 
To achieve the foregoing, the Council and all the members of the 
Executive Management in February 1989 formulated the following mission 
which would give direction towards the attainment of the ultimate purpose 
of the council, i.t. to improve the general welfare of the community: 
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"The mission of the Bellville City Council is to ensure through efficient 
management, the good quality of life of the community of Bellville, and 
to establish a pleasant environment, of wh!c-h all can be proud, and to 
which all can gladly make a positive contribution". 
To achieve this mission, the Council and Executive Management at the same 
forum held in February 1989, identified the following strategic 
objectives for the years 1990 and 1991: 
- measurement of productivity; 
- pro-active approach to constitutional changes; 
- marketing of Bellville and its services; 
- utilising the potentia! wltnio Bellville; 
- privatisation; 
- improvement of horizontal and vertical communication within the 
organisation; and 
- to provide aid to the surrounding local authorities. 
The attainment of these object i ves is regula l'ly monito1:ed as action plans 
with due nates and allocated responsibilities have been formulated, whi~h 
were subsequently approv~d by the Council. 
It will appear that fcrther development posoibilities withi~ the 
Bellville municipdl area 18 n?w limited. The concept of regional l ~cal 
bodiE:B appears to be the only alternative in resp~ct of further 
development, either towanis the north or south, so as to accommodate the 
smaller local authoritic.s wlthin its atiministration wlio hav~ no or ve:cy 
limited resources. 
6. Suaaaey and concluaiol' 
Analycis of the strategic plannlng documeats reveals R thrust towatds the 
up~rading of e~tstiog services and an attempt to attract further 




However, in view of the increased demography trends, prevailing weak 
econollic climate, continuous political chi,11 -~a and Increasing demands 
from growing under-privileged communities, it wlll appear that large, 
established local authorities like Bellville City Council will have to 
assist the Central Government in its campaign to nullify this bleak 
scenerio. This will place increased demands on the abilities and 
effectiveness of the decision"'1D8kers and the total decision-making 
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ANALYSIS AHD CONCLUSIONS OP RESEARCH FINDINGS OP 
SRLICTED DECISION CLES AGAINST THE ..tURMATIVB HOl'EL 
1. Introduction 
To detennine whether tradittonal decision-malting in local authorities is 
feasible or not, four decision case studies were selected for 
analysis. Three of the four cas~ studies, were reganted as being 
controversial and received full coverage in the media. Certain 
interest groups in the commuuity were at the time opposed to the 
decisions taken on the basis that the interests and general welfare of 
the community were not being adequately catered for. 
The four cases were selected for analysis on the following basis. 
Firstly, the decisions were well documented in the council recants which 
facilitated research. Secondly, all three participatory groups, namely 
the community, the elected representatives and the officials were 
granted an opportunity to express their views based on their own values 
and nonns, which was also recanted folly and replied to. In other 
wonts, the conflicting views of all the participatory groups could be 
evaluated. Finally, the actual success of the decision ~culd be easily 
determined as the results of the actual outcome could be assessed 
through the scrutiny of supporting documentation. 
To achieve this obJective, the four selected case studies will be 
analysed and evaluated against the normative criteria in order to 
detemine the quality of the decision-making. The quality is based on 
t)ie succeso Bellville City Council has attained in achieving its misa ... on 
or selected detemined objectives, as well as the consequences thareof 
in respect of the impact on the community which it serves. 
The four cases will be analysed in accontance with the three identified 
nomative criteria: 
- legitimacy; 
- effectiveness and efficiency; and 
- sufficient infotmation 
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The analysis and conclusions drawn are based extensively on the inputs 
received from the interviews held with the key officials who 
participated in these decision-making cases. 
A summarlse1 analysis of the criteria applied in each of the cases as 
well as the extent to which they \lere applied, will be schematically 
pres~nted in a schedule at the end of this Chapter. 
2. Selected caee etudie~ 
2.1 Case 1 Application for a residential permit 
2.1.1 Background 
On 1990-12-11 the Director : Administration reported to Council (Folio 
3561) that the then Department of Local Go--.ernment, Housing and Works 
had received an application from a certain Mr Barker, a Coloured person, 
for a permit in terms of section 20 of the Group Areas Act, No. 36 of 
1966 to purchase and inhabit a property situated at No. 10, 3rd Avenue, 
Boston, Bellville. 
The Council resolved that the Department of Local Government, Housing 
and Works be advised that it could not see its way clear to recommend 
the approval of the application. 
According to the report submitted by the Director of Administration to 
the Council on 1990-12-11 (Folio 3561), the council's motivation for the 
deci LOO was based on two factors: 
- the Council had previously decided not to approve applications of 
this nature until the Group Areas Act, 1966 had been repealed; and 
- the Council had to be consistent in its actions in this regard, as it 
had previously not approved similar applications. 
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According to the Director : Administration (Interview, May, 1991) it 
would also appear that the relevant Watd Councillor acted as a delegate, 
frefer to Chapter 6, supra;) as he reflected the wishes of the people he 
3 representing, i.e. that the application be not approved. 
Interviews with the relevant officials indicated, that tl·.e officials 
supported the approval of this application on the basis of the definite 
changes which were taking place in the political dimension within the 
macro external environment and that it was contradictory to the 
prevailing national policy. 
Mr Barker appealP.d against the decision to the Ministerial 
Representative who rejected the appeal. The appeal was subsequently 
uphelcl on the intervention of the Minister for Welfare, Housing and 
Works : House of Assembly. 
The Director : Administration stated (Interview, May, 1991) thAt there 
were sections of the White community who supported the decision, and 
certain sections who rejected ~he decir.ion. The Council received two 
letters from Messrs J Raubenheimer (27 Decembt!r 1990) and J K Hansen 
(27 December 1990) opposing the decision. The Gouncil received 
unfavourable criticism in the press (Die Burger: 21 Dece~ber, 1990) as 
a result of this decision in its failure to a daµt to the changing 
political climate. 
2.1.2 Decision in context 
Government constitutional changes to acr.ommodate all grou~s as well as 
negotiations betwe~n the central government and all other political 
parties, interest groups and stakeholders towards a peaceful 'New South 
Africa' were 'n full progress at the time the decision was taken. 
This culminated in the repealing of all racial legislation over a period 
of time, with the Group Areas Act, 1966 being the last Act to be 
repealed after the Barker case, by the Abolition of Racially Based Land 
Measures Act, 108 of 1991, as published in the Government Gazette No. 
13341, dated 28 June 1991. 
. ' ' . . 
• 
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2.1.3 
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In view of the foregoing, the Council did not have lo contend with any 
ecoro11ic o c legislative constrt:.ints and only had to exercise its 
disc~ t ionaT'\· power. The wishes and desires of the members within 
the collllllunit y had to be taken into account, however, bearing in mind 
that the r.ounc i l obstensibly is supposed to represent the interests of 
all persons within the co111111unity, White or C',oloured, despite the fact 
that there is no officially elected councillo r or representat ive 
Npresenting the C',oloured commu.nity. The only constraint which the 
r.ouncil had to contend with wa11 t he wishes of the ratepayers of that 
particular watd. 
Nomative evaluation 
The normative evaluation is base d on the analysis of the three 
identified not111ative criteria, namely l.~gitimacy, effectiveness and 
efficiency and sufficient information. 
2.1. 3 . 1 ~gitimacy criterion 
The legi timacy criterion will be eval •,ated according t o t h ree f actor s , 
ia~ e l} principles of democracy, acce pta nce within t he community a ce1 
a ~~~vt ancc wit hin t he organisation. 
2 .1.3.1. J Prind, .. ~~ 1•f Democracy 
The natur~ ~ f this case study warrants a discuss ion on t he 
democrat ic pdcc' ;lea whicn \•e,:e previously discussed in Chapter 7, 
a s s ubr,1.tt~d by r"tt., •.1 ey (t97 ' 76). The principle of poptlar 
sovereignty requL.a~ , tt.l:lt t he u l timate power to make political 
dt::cisi ons muat be vestE>d 1-:, -'Ill the people rather than in part of 
them or one of them. No rate payer resident in Proteaville is 
registered on the Municipal voters roll and is thereby disqualified 
from voting and having a representative on the full Council. In 
view of this state of affairs, no resident in Proteaville can 
participate directly in the decision-uiaking process. It may be 
safely assumed that Mr Barker's lute rests were not being fully 
represented. This is however beyond the power of the Council. 
f\ 










The second prlnciple of democratic government, is political 
equality, which requires that each adult citizen must have the same 
opportunity as every other adult citizen to participate in the 
decision-making process. The same reason for non-compliance as 
submitted above is applicable, although it is beyond the scope of 
the relevant Council. 
The prlnciple of popular consultation involves two requirements. 
Firstly, there must be some kind of institutional machinery through 
which public officials learn what public policies th~ people wish to 
be adopted and enforced. This requirement ls not satisfied at 
local government level in view of the Management Committee system, 
as their civic requests and demands are still subject to the 
approval of the relevant local authorlty, on which no representative 
of that particular population group, Asian or Coloured, serves. 
Presently in Bellville City C-.uncil members of the Proteaville 
Mana6emenl Com;r._ttee are present at full Council meetings but do not 
have any voting powers. The second requirement regarding 
implementation ls complied with as officials are bound by their Code 
of Condu~t to implement all policies, whether they approve of it or 
not. 
Wlechers (1984 : 36) ls of the opinion that thP rules of natural 
justice are appllcabl~ where a discretion has to be txerclsed which 
affects the rlghts of a subordinate. Cockram (1976 : 48) submits 
the following as embracing the audl alteram partem prlnclple which 
falls within the scope of the rules of natural justice: 
- the affected person must be lnfomed (Klappenberg v Minister of 
Justice, 1964(1) SA 813); 
- the affected person must be given adequate opportunity to answer the 
case (Deputy Minister of Agrlculture and Another v Heathetd~le Foms 
(Ptv) Ltd, 1970 (4) SA 184(T); 
•· the affected person should be lnfonned of the evidence on which 
n~clslon ls based (Ball v Van Rensburg No. 1971(3) SA 693(C)). 
. .. 
~ -~ - - ------- ---
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Mr Barker was informed of the • . ocedure and his written application 
was submitted to the Council for consideration. However, the third 
principle was not complied with, as no evidence or reasons were 
submitted to Hr Barker ~n which the decision was baaed, except 
accotding to the undated press release issued by His Worship the 
Mayor, Councillor D W J Van Schoor (15/2/2/16), that the Council did 
not wish to pre-empt the c ~ntral government' a decision regarding the 
Group Area& Act, 1966. 
According to Wiechers (1984 : 38) every public body should be free 
froct subjectivity. This includes Bellville City Council. It will 
appear from the official minutes that there existed a certain degree 
of bias, as the Council did not wish to aerciae its discretion, 
despite the changes which were occurring in the legislation. 
2.1.3.1.2 Acceptance within the community 
The Deputy Director : Administration stated in an intervie11 (July, 
1990) that the Council had received a mixed response from the 
members of the cc.mmunity, supporting and opposing the decision. 
Refer tr s ection 2.1.l above. 
2.1.3.1.3 Acceptance within the organisation 
The Deputy Director : Administration pointed out in an interview 
(July, 1990) that the officials within the organisation did not 
support the Council's decision on two grounds. Firstly, it was 
contrary to the new national policy on racial legislation 88 all 
racial legislation was being repealed. The Group Areas Act, 1966 
was subsequently repealed by the Abolition of Raciallz Based Land 
Measures Act, 1991 after the decision was taken. Secondly, the 
Council did not exercise its discretion regarding the rights of a 
subordinate by failing to apply the rules of natural justice. 
Refer to section 2.1.3.1.1 above. 
2.1.3.2 Effectiveness and efficiency criteria 
The effectiveness and efficiency criteria will be evaluated according 
to three factors, namely achievement of objective, accrual of 
financial and other benefits and cost justification. 
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2.1.3.2.1 Achievement of objective 
The Council failed to identify and place itself in a pro-active 
position regarding the changes within the political environment, 
despite the State PresidE:nt 's announcement in his opening speech in 
Parliament on 2 February 1990, confitmiog these political changes. 
Furthetmore . the decision did not achieve its objective, namely, to 
delay the exercise of its discretion in this case as well as future 
cases. The decision was reversed on appeal to a higher authotl ty, 
namely the Minister for Welfare, Housing and Works. 
2.1.3.2.2 Accrual of financial and other benefits 
No benefits accrued to the Council except detrimental publicity which 
was hannful to its image as a progressive and modern city. The 
decision could have had a further detrimental effect from a f i nancial 
point of view, as it could have negatively influenced po~ential 
investors from investing in the municipal area and thus hamper its 
economic growth, as presently experienced in the wider international 
environment. 
2.1.3.2.3 Cost justification 
Cost justification is not a factor and was not taken into account 
during the decision-making process. 
2.1.3.3 Sufficient infotmation criterion 
The Council had in 1990 during its strategic planning process, 
recognised the changes in the political environment and attempted to 
define the effect and influence the changes would have on the 
community and on the local authority itself. In order to prepare 
pro-actively for these changes, one of the strategic objectives 
fonnulated by the Council (1990: 3) was •••• to adopt a pro-active 
approach to constitutional changes". This was to be achieved through 




- that the Mayor arrange periodic discussions with the 
Administrator so as to ascertain if any proposed constitutional/ 
legisl~tive changes could have a direct influence on the 
municipal area of Bellville; 
- that the Councillors inform all the Ratepayer Associations of any 
possible constitutional changes; and 
- that tht• Mayor, Deputy Mayor and Town Clerk hold periodic 
discussions with members of the Proteaville Management Committee 
and Resident Associations, regarding any possible constitutional 
changes. 
Despite all the relevant infot111ation relating to the applicant, and 
subjoined commf:nts of the officials and the findings e, • ta own 
analysis of the political environment, the Council still ,l, ic:~ .! f.!d not 
to exercise its discretion and approve the applicati~n. 
General evaluation 
The Council failed to react pro-actively to the changio:~ political 
dimension in the environment and also did not antiLipate the 
consequences and reaction that i t would generate. The decision may 
be classified as a non-routine decision, with the Council relying on 
the precedent used in previous similar cases. The Council 
therefore failed to apply its mind and use its discretionary power. 
Furthet111ore, when referring to the a ccepted definition of democracy 
as submitted by Ranney (1983 : 76), certain essential requirements 
were not complied with in terms of his theoretical model. In 







Case 2 Sale of municipal erven to Dutch Refomed Church 
Background 
The Director : Admi nistration reported to the Committee for Works 
and Planning of the Council (Folio. 3578) during 1990, that erf 
16671, Extension 42 wAo sold by the Council during 1983 to the Dutch 
Reformed Church at La RochPlle for R6 680,00. 
The Director: Administration further reported that this particular 
erf was an endowment erf 1nre,ded to be utilised for community 
purposes only. The Dj recto~ 1f Local Government of the Cape 
Provincial Administration agreed t:> the alienation of erf l6671 to 
the Church, provided that it was utilised for church purposes which 
would serve the interests cf the coni •unity. The sales a;;reement 
included a reversionary cl,mse in fa,.our of the Council. The 
inclusion of a reversionary cl11ust !n a p-operty sales agreement is 
standard practice as it providt:11 thl Coun,. ·1 witt1 a sa:r.2guard in 
in·,tau1.:es where property sold is nut ut!l!st1d for tue purposes 
e~visaged, or where the buyer intend.y to dispcse of the property. 
The Council has a legal right to , ,g i n legal ownership of the 
property in question. 
The Church W!IS precluded from building on this p:irticular erf 16671 
becausf: 01. the dampness of the site and requested that the Council 
either purchase the erf or exchange it for another erf. 
The Council in September 1984, agreed to the exchange of the erf no. 
16671 for another endo~~ent etf no. 15816, as well as the sale of an 
adjoining erf no. 15805 to the Church oy the Council. Ho.,,evPr, 
since 1988 the Church had been requesting the Council for permisa:on 
to sell thetJe two same erven nos. 15C1 6 and 15805 to enable i t. to 
utilise the proceeds to promote the interests of tho Church. 
Arising from the foregoing, two issues materialised which required a 
decision. Firstly, that the Council compensate the Church in an 
amount of R7 000,00 for the losR incurred due to the development 




realisation that the erf could not be further developed. Secondly, 
that the Church be allm,cd to sell the exchanged erven nos. 15816 
and 15805 and use the proceeds to purchase another erf, and that all 
profits realised after the purchase of the erf be repaid to the 
Couucil. 
'Pie Council agreed lo the foregoing and furth€.r resolved that 
representations be made to the Administrator, requesting a waiver on 
the restrictions placed 011 the exchanged erven, namely that the 
reverslonary clause not be enforced. 
Decision in context 
In view of the prevailing national political and cultural climate, 
where the emphasis is on negotiation and accommodation i f all 
interest groups and bodies, it w111 appear that the C"nncll wished 
to contribute towatds this process ~~d be seen as being s~nsitive to 
the valu~s, needs and noms of all cultural and religJo,~s iroups 
within the community. In view of this scenario the Church wos able 
to convince tht:! Counc!.l to consider and decide on the two issuea 
explained in section 2.2.1 above. 
interview held with the D! recto 
Tr.ls conclusion is :\rawn from the 
Administration (May, 1991). 
Thta c:.-,uncil was c.f the o · 1 • · n that it was morally obliged to 
compensate the Church f o 1 • - .1.oss despite the inclu&ion of the 
'Voetst oots' c lause, whe ":'P. ', u, ~urch unde~ook to purchase the 
property c'eRpili.. the poss 1 L' , • >f a risk arising tha the property 
coulo not be develope 1 nd that it would have no subsequent recourse 
to the Council. 
The officials held the view that the tran;actlon was contrary to the 
spirit of the agreement concerning community land as the erven nos. 
15816 and 1~805 were endowment erven, to be utilised by the 
community L >r community purposes and not be sold to realise profits 
for fun. · ~: ~cqulsition of fixed properties . 
The Church ru ➔. not use the erven for church purposes but intended to 
make a prot · so as to purchase another property, which contradicts 
the basic int .1· lon of the Atl'Dinlst rator' s policy. 
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The Council was constr~ined by the intention of the legislation and 
policy conditions regarding the initial transaction with the 
Church. According to the Director Administration, (Interview, 
May, 1991) the fact that the Council decided to apply for a waiver 
on behalf of the Church was not consistent with its action as 
regards previous cases, for example, a similar request received from 
the Athlone School for the Blind which is also a benevolent 
association, was refused. 
Normative evaluation 
The nonnative evaluation is based on the analysis of the three 
identified nonnative criteria, namely legitimacy, effectiveness and 
efficiency and sufficient information. 
legitimacy criterion 
The legitimacy criterion will be evaluated according to 
factors, namely principles of democracy, acceptance within 
organisation and acceptance within the community. 
three 
the 
2. 2.3.1.1 Principles of d f" •!!racy 
The principl es of democracy have been complied with regarding the 
Church in question. This analysis ls based on the fact that a 
forum was made available to the Church to express and motivate 
its request, which was subjoined in the report submitted by the 
Director: Administration to the Committee for Works and Planning 
of the Council (Folio 3578). This request was subsequently 
agreed to by this Standing Committee, although contrary to the 
spirit of the Administrator's policy on endowment land. 
The principles of democracy only partly applied as the whole 
community was not granted a forum to voice its opinion concerning 
its potential loss of endowment land. 
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2.2.3.1.2 Acceptance within the community 
The ded sion, although advantageous to the members of the D:.itch 
Reformed Church, places the rest of the community at a disadvantage 
as the endowment etven were ea:marked for community purposes and 
would be lost to the whole community through its sale on the open 
market. As the sale of endoument etven was never intended there is 
no express policy directing the Council to advertise its intention 
to inform the rest of the co1D11Unity and call for possible objections. 
2.2.3.1.3 Acceptance within the organisation 
2.2.3.2 
In view of the foregoing, the Director Administration has 
indicated (May, 1991) that they intend resubmitting the matter to 
the Council for re-consideration. The subsequent action cf ~-
officials is an indication of the decision not being accepted within 
the organisation. 
Effectiveness and efficiency criteria 
The effectiveness and efficiency criteria will be evaluated 
according to three factors, namely achievement of object ive, accrual 
of financial and other benefits and cost justification. 
2.2.3.2.1 Achievement of objective 
The ultimate objective of any local authority is to improve the 
general welfare of the community. This objective was not achieved 
as the community at large was made poorer through the loss of an erf 
specifically earmarked for community purposes. 
2.2 . 3.2.2 Accrual of financial and other benefits 
No financial benefits accrued to tha Council as the purchase of 
another property from the profits of the sale of the erven in 
question, plus the subtraction of an amount of R7 000,00 for the 
- - -- - - - - -~- ~-- - - - - ~ -- - - - -
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loss incurred by the Church would leave a minimal portion to be paid 
over to the Council. Furthermore, because of the 'Voetstoots' 
clause the Council is not liable for this amount of R7 000,00. The 
full return on the total market value of the properties in question 
would not accrue to the Council and indirectly to the community. 
A benefit which did accrue to the Council was that the Council was 
perceived as being sensitive to the needs of some groups within the 
community. 
2.2.3.2.3 Cost justification 
2.2.3.3 
The decision was definitely not justified in terms of costs. The 
Council incurred a loss, as there was no obligation to compensate 
the Church for an amount of R7 000,00 as the transaction was subject 
to 'Voetstoots', which implies that the Church had to bear the risk 
of any subsequent defects regarding the property. 
Sufficient information criterion 
All the background ~nformation as well as the policy and legislative 
constraints regarding the matter was submitted to the Council for 
consideration prior to the making of the decision. The Council 
ignored the spirit and intention of the policy regarding endowment 
erven and further resolved that representations be made to the 
Administrator requesting a waiver on the restrictions placed on the 
exchanged erven. 
2.2.4 General evaluation 
The decision taken satisfied the needs and desires of the particular: 
religious group although it did not accrue any further benefits to the 
community of Bellville as a whole. The property was earmarked as 
community land for community purposes, not to be utilised for the 
gaining of additional profits or gains for the benefit of a select 
group. Furthermore, there was no <'bligation on the Council to 
compensate the Church for an amount of R7 000,00 as the transaction was 
subject to a 'Voetstoots' clause. 
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2.3 Case 3 Take-over of electrical reticulation system 
2.3.1 Background 
The Town Clerk on 29 March 1988, advised the Council that Consulting 
Engineers were appointed in 1981 to investigate the feasibility of 
taking oyer the electricity distribution and reticulation system from 
Eskom. Goodwood, Pa row, Durbanville. Kraaifontein and Kuils River 
Municipalities, and later the fot:111er Cape Divisional Council, decided to 
join Bellville in this ventu~~. 
As the total area would be served by two points of supply, this meant 
that the municipalities would not only have to take over the 
reticulation systems but the distribution systems as well. The 
Consulting Engineers proposed that the take-over be a joint venture by 
means of a company ot consortium. The Town Clerk on 29 March 1988, 
further 1-eported to the Council (Fl)lio 3079) that certain local 
authorities were unhappy with the actual authority and power being 
vested in Bellville City Council. The practical implications 
regatding the location of the electrical depot within the Bellville 
municipal area was also questioned. 
The Town Clerk pointed out (Interview, May, 1991) that subsequent 
negotiations between Bellville City Council and Eskom revealed that each 
municipal area could be serviced by a separate point of supply, which 
meant that the retkulation system could be taken over from Eskom by 
each of the separate local authorities and therefore the need for a 
consortium for the distribution of electricity fell away. 
The Town Clerk in the same report (Folio 3079) proposed a new 
arrangement with Eskom, whereby each municipality would administer its 
own electricity reticulation syst~m within its area and that each 
municipality would purchase its own power supply in bulk from Eskom. 
Fu rt her anal vsis of the Town Clerk's report dated 28 Ha rch 19a8 to the 
Council, revealed that the value of the assets as at 31 December 1986 to 
be taken over by Bellville City Council from Eskom, was calculated at 
R8 713 905. The value of assets constructed from 1 January 1987 to 
date of take-over hart been estimated at Rl2 742 425. The Council 
accordingly und~rtook to accept responsibility for all outstanding 
balances on loans incurred by Eskom. 
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The Council on 1988-03-29 (Folio 3079) considered the foregoing Town 
Clerk's report and resolved as follows: 
that the electricity reticulation system within the municipal 
boundaries of Bellville be taken over from Eskom and that Eskl'II 
provide the applicable interest rates uo all outstanding loans; 
that the take-over be implemented between 1 January 1989 and 30 June 
1989; 
that the post of Director: Electrotechnical Services be filled and 
that provision be made on the Operating Budget for the appointment 
of additional personnel when required. 
2.3.2 Decision in context 
In tems cf the Electricity Act, 41 of 1987, a local authority need not 
apply for a licence to distribute electricity within its municipal 
area. As the area in question ht1d been previously allocated to Eakom 
to distribute this electricity, the Council's proposed intention to take 
over this function had to be advertised for comment. Application also 
had to be made to the Electricity Control Board to alleviate Eskoi.i of 
its responsibility. 
In view of the foregoing, the Bellville Federation of Ratepayer 
Associations took the opportunity to record its objection against the 
proposed take-over. These objections were motivated in a letter dated 
27 February 1985 (17/2/81) addressed to the Mayor, a copy of whi.. .. .. was 
forwarded to the Administrator. The Bellville FedE:ration o .. " Ratepayer 
Associations is a public body comprising the various offic-~ bearers of 
the various ratepayer associations of each ward within the Bellville 
municipal area. According to the Town Clerk (Hay, 1991) the objection 
was structured on three aTguments. 
Firstly, the Federation was opposed to the possible use of the income 
generated frum the electricity distribution for purposes other than for 
the provision and maintenance of electricity. In other words, the 
Federation was opposed to the possibility of cross-subsidisation. 
. q • , 
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Secondly, the Federation was of the opinion that the establishmeut of a 
technical and administrative infrastructure to provide and maintain 
these services would be an overwhelming drain on the resources of the 
local authority, which would not be adequately absorbed by the income 
generated. Paarl M.lnicipality wa I quoted as an example, of a local 
authorl.ty which had incuned loeses as a result of the electricity 
take-over. It was also indicated that Eskom was making a loss but it 
coulJ not be substantiated. 
Thirdly, the Federation alleged that the primacy motivation for the 
take-over was to promote the indlvidual interests of the officials and 
not the general welfare of the community. This argument was based oc 
the provisions of the Remuneration of Town Clerks Act, 115 of 1984, 
which provides for the grading of a local authority on a thirteen factor 
fonnula. Based on this grading, the Town Clerk's remuneration is fixed 
as well as the remuneration structure for all the employees within the 
organ.1sation. In an arcicle published in Die Burger on 5 Deceillber 
1985, the Town Clerk expressed the view that the officials would receive 
no financial benefit from the electricity take-over due to the 
application of the fonnula in the grading system. The Town Clerk 
further reiterated in the same article, that should the remuneration 
structure be influenced by the take-over, tte actual financial benefit 
would be minimal. 
The approach adopted by Bellville City Council, to absorb an ad1itional 
function in order to provide an additional service, was contraey to the 
stated objectives of privatisation, as contained in the published White 
Paper on Privatisation and Deregulation in the Republic of South Africa 
(1987 : 8). 
The action of the local authorities in question confirmed the view 
expressed by writers such as Van Straaten (1989 8) and Van Wyk 
(1987: 28), who maintain that the uninterrupted provision of essential 
services like electricity must be guaranteed and therefore cannot be 
transferred to the privat e sector. The latter writer stated that the 
private sector was only interested in profit, leaving local authorities 
to finance services which were running at a loss. 
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&rans (lq88 14) stated that there appeared to be a fear of 
prlvatif:at-~on upsetting the grading of a local authority and therefore 
the sdlary ~f the Chi!:!f Executive and Administrative Officer of that 
Local Autl-.ority. The actions of the local authorities in this regatd 
would facilitate a higher grading, which in turn would enhance the 
status and financial remuneration of the Town Clerk. 
To achieve .t:..,:., ... work autonomy which is the oL>jective of most local 
authorities, it is important that they regulate and administer all the 
services required by th~ inhabitants within their municipal area. 
Furthetmore, the l~cal authority will not only strive for constitutional 
autonomy but also decision1aking autonomy, as well as the removal of 
ant othet constraint s to achieve this objective. 
Framework autonomy is the process of delegating full powers and 
authority to an organisation from a higher authority, to which it is 
subordinate so t ha\ it may administer its resources without restriction 
in a manner that it de~ms to be effective and efficient, within 
prescribed guidelines, so that it may achieve its stated mission. 
As mentioned previousl}' , t 1 e action was contradictory to the objectives 
of the privatisation policy fotmulated by Central Government. The 
other constraint was the objections listed by t he Bellville Federation 
of Ratepayers, which has been discussed in detail obove. 
In tems of section 174 of the Promotion of Local Government Affairs 
Act, No. 91 of 1983, electricity is one of the services listed which 
should be provided and maintained by a local author! ty. In te1111s of 
this statutory p""Ovision there is no legislative constraint preventing 
Bellville City Council from providing this service. 
According to the business analysis undertaken for the Directorate 
Electrotechnical Services (Bellville, 1989 17) the effect of the 
decision caused the personnel complement to increase by approximately 11 
posts for both the Financial Management Directorate and the 
Electrotechnical Services Directorate, within the first six month~ after 
implementation. The capital investment incurred to provide this 
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service amounted to R820 000, which was provided for on the Capital 
Budget for the 1988/89 financial year. An amount of only R24 000 was 
provided for on the operating expenditure budget for the same period. 
Accotding to the above Business Analysis document (Bellville, 1989 
18), the actual operating and capital expenditure took place in the last 
six months of the financial year as th~ date of implement~tion was fixed 
for 1 January 1989. 
2.3.3 Normative evaluation 
The normative evaluation is based on the analysis of the three 
identified nonnative criteria, namely legitimacy, effectiveness and 
efficiency and ~ufficient information. 
2.3.3.1 legitimacy criterion 
The legitimacy criterion will be evaluated according to 
factors, namely principles of democracy, acceptance within 
community and acceptance within the organisation. 
2.3.3.1.1 Principles of democracy 
three 
the 
As indicated earlier, the democratic principles referred to will be 
based on Ranney's (1983 : 76) working definition modified to l'IUit 
the South African constitutional context. 
The Bellville Federation of Ratepayer Asscciations in the above 
letter, dated 27 February 1985, also expressed the view that the 
Council was proceeding to decidP. on a matter which directly affected 
the community without proper consultation. The members of the 
community of Bellville did eventually have an opportunity to submit 
their comments regatding the electricity take-over, as the council's 
proposed intention was advertised and published in Die Burger and 
The Argus, on 25 March 1988. In this manner the Bellville 
Federation of Ratepayer Associations was ~ble to participate in the 
deliberation process leading up to the decision. The principles of 




2.3.3.1.2 Acceptance within the community 
The decision was not accepted within the co1D1Dunity and was 
aggressively opposed by the Bellville Federation of Ratepayer 
Associations on three principles, which have been fully explained 
above. 
2.3.3.1.3 Acceptance within ~he organisation 
The Town Clerk (Hay, 1991) indicated in an interview, that the 
officials of Bellville City Council had no representation in the 
provision and maintenance of the electricity distribution within its 
municipal area. Eskom officials could decide on the manner and 
met .. <>d of providing electricity to new areas of development within 
the municipal area, without having to include the positive or 
negative comments from Bellville City Council. 1'his situation was 
found to be unsatisfactoiy. 
Furthermore, the decision was readily accepted by the officials 
within the organisation despite the additional workload and 
responsibilities which would accrue. This acceptance was motivated 
by two factors: 
- acquisition of an additional source of revenue which would 
alleviate the butden on the ratepayers of Bellville; 
- acquiring autonomy in respect of all essential services 
administered in the municipal area of Bellville; 
2. 3.3.2 EffectJ.veness and efficiency criteria 
The effectiveness and efficiency criteria will be evaluated accotding 
to three factors, namely achievement of objective, accrual of 
financial and other benefits and cost justification. 
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2.3.3.2.1 Achievement of objective 
The two motivating factors mentioned in 2.3.3.1.3 for the 
electricity take-over also serve as the primary objectives for the 
decision. In retrospect, both object 1 ves have been achieved. 
The first objective has been achieved as the Council has been able 
to place in the Capital Reserve Fund (Klect~icity Services) for the 
1990/91 financial year, an amount of approximately R3 million 
surplus in respect of revenue accrued for the provision of 
services. The City Council of Bellville in 1989 was upgraded from 
a Grade 10 local authority to a Grade 11 local authority in terms 
of the Remuneration of the Town Clerks Act, 1988. The take-over 
of the electricity distribution function did influence the grading 
on two factors, namely the number of electricity meters and income. 
The second objective has also been achieved as the Director : 
Electrotechnical Services is able through the delegated powers 
vested in him by Council, to decide on the planning, development, 
placement and maintenance of the electricity reticulation system 
within the municipal area of Bellville. The decision-making 
regarding the administration of the above may be regarded as 
autonomous. 
The question now asked is whether the ultimate objective has been 
achieved, that is, the improvement of the general welfare of the 
community. It will appear from the foregoing that the answer is 
affim,'ttive. 
2.3.3.2.2 Accrual of financial and other benefits 
The primary motivation for the take-over was economic 
considerations. Thie was subsequently justified, as the Town 
Clerk stated further in the same interview (May, 1991), that in the 
1990/91 financial year an amount of approximately R3 million in 
income had accrued to the Council foi the provision of electricity 




As identifying an additional sou-rce of revenue this action could be 
deemed to be successful. The ultimate test of success would be to 
detemine whether the service rendered has been an improvement on 
the service previously rendered by Eskom. 
2.3.3.2.3 Cost justification 
2.3.3.3 
Bellville City Council at the time of the take-over did not have a 
fully implemented and accurate costing system, which complicated 
the assessment of whether certain activities which wore perfomed 
within the electdcity reticulation and maintenance function, were 
justified from a cost point of view. At the time of 
implementation, an infra-structure had to be developed, first in 
order to perform these activities which inflated the actual costs, 
which in turn complicated efficiency measurement. Although an 
overall surplus has been achieved for the 1990/91 financial year, 
the actual efficiency of the activities performed can not be fully 
assessed. A full costing system is presently being developed and 
implemented for this purpose. 
Sufficient information criterion 
The Council had prior to the taking of the decision, been fully 
informed by both the officials and the Ratepayer Federation, of the 
implications of the proposed take-over. 
Although Eskom did assist with the arr... ements regardin.~ the 
implementation, no management information was .tansferred regarding 
the implications of the actual operating expenn ' ture trends of the 
service to be provided. ~amination of tt•? ar· ~ive research bas 
revealed that Eskom t\id provide statistical · r, f T..dtion regarding 




2.3.4 General evaluation 
2.4 
In retrospect, it will appear from the above analysis that the decision 
to take over the electricity distribution function from Eskom was a 
good decision in view of the financial and other benefits which have 
accrued to the Council. 
the concems expressed 
Associations. 
The accrual of these benefits negate some of 
by the Bellville Federation of Ratepayer 
Case 4 Investment of Rl5 million 
2.4.1 Background 
In a letter to the Auditor-General (Bellville, 1989: 1) the Director: 
Financial Management advised that the Council in 1Q86 agreed to borrow 
money for capital expenditure over a period of 2 years, and also to 
take advantage of the current low interest rates. As not all the 
money could be spent at once, a portion not immediately required, was 
invested immediately, so as to yield the highest possible return. 
An amount of Rl5 million was invested with a Bank, which in tum 
re-invested the money with an Insurance Company. The investment with 
an Insurance Company was regarded as illegal as it was not in 
accordance with the provisions of the Cape Municipal 0rdiru.nce, No. 20 
of 1974. 
2.4.2 Decision in context 
It is important to note that at the time the decision was made by the 
Bellville City Council, public bodies such as central government 
departments as well as a large local authority, had been accused of 
maladministration and corruption as well as unethical conduct. This 
had caused the State President to announce in his opening speech in 
Parliament, on 2 February 1990 that he had appointed a Commission of 
Inquiry into certain alleged murders under the leadership of Mr Justice 
LTC Hams. In March 1990, the Management Committee of the Johannesb\ rg 
City Council requested the Administrator of the Transvaal Provincial 
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Administration, to appoint a Commission of Inquiry to investigate and 
report on irregularities in the Security Department c,f Johannesburg 
City Council. Against this scenario the activities of Bellville City 
Council were being scrutinized. 
Toe Dir2ctor Financial Management indicated in an interview (May, 
1991), that a letter to the press by a concerned ratepayer, Mr 
E Schwella (11 October 1988), alleging that the Council and certain 
officials had a personal vested interest in the target investment, 
being the Insurance Company. Toe matter was then given attention by 
the Bellville Federation of Ratepayer Associations in a letter dated 14 
November 1988, addressed to the Mayor of Bellville City Council. 
The allegations made had proved to be correct as a city councillor did 
have a vested personal interest in the target investment and received 
personal financial gain. He did not declare this vested interest with 
the Council and subsequently received a financial reward. According 
to the press report which was published in Die Burger on Friday, 14 
December 1990, the particular councillor was subsequently found guilty 
of negligence for failing to declare his personal financial gain, but 
not guilty of corruption by the Magistrate's Court and fined Rl00,00. 
In the same interview (May, 1991) the Director : Financial Management 
indicated that the only consideration was to obtain moneys for capital 
expenditure and to invest the remaining portion not immediately takP.n 
up, to the best advantage of the Council. The Council borrowed the 
capital at 14% and invested the money at 17%. The Consolidated 
Capital Deve: opment and Loans Fund interest rate at that time was only 
16%. In vie'A of the foregoing, the investment made by the Cc--uncil 
generated a greater financial return than it would have if it had 
invested the money elsewhere. 
The Auditor-General in November 1988, queried this investment on two 
grounds: 
- investment in an Insurance Company; and 
- loss of interest on investments. 
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The Director: Financial Management was able to show in a letter dated 
3 February 1989, addressed to tht Auditor-General (6/16/1/1 X 6/11/2), 
that the investment was made directly with the Bank and that the 
Council was unaware of the subsequent re-investment with an Insurance 
Company. Section 2(l)(a) of Local Authorities (Investment of Funds), 
Ordinance No. 23 of 1935 specifically pet111itted the Council to invest 
with that particular Bank in question. 
The Director : Financial Management was also able to e][plain in the 
same letter, that there e][ista no opportunity in the financial market 
where one can borrow money at a cheaper rate than one can invest at. 
In this regard, there was a loss of interest only until the internal 
advances for capital expenditure were made. At the moment of taking 
up an internal advance the interest rate earned would be exactly equal 
to the interest rate paid. 
According to the Director : 
explanations submitted by 
Auditor-General. 
2.4.3 Not111ative evaluation 
Financial Management (Hay, 1991) these 
his office were accepted by the 
The nonnative evaluation is baaed on the analysis of the three 
identified nol:lll&tive criteria, namely legitimacy, effectiveness and 
ef-lciency and sufficient information. 
2.4.3.1 Legitimacy criterion 
The legitimacy criterion will 
factors, namely principles of 
be evaluated according to three 
democracy, acceptance within the 
community and acceptance rl.thin the organisation. 
2.4.3.1.1 Principles of democracy 
In this particular case the principles of democracy as applied for 
this discussion, that is, providing the general community with an 
opportunity to participate in the decisic,n-making process was not 
complied with. (Refer to explanation in section 2.1.3.1.1). 
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The reason for this non-compliance is that the Council was not 
obliged to advertise its intention to raise capital fuuds for the 
purchase of capital assets as well as its intention to invest the 
surplus funds not taken up. The Council had the necessary vested 
delegated powers to carry out the foregoing. 
2.4.3.1.2 Acceptance within the community 
The 1nvolveme,,t o tne community was not due to the Council's 
initiative but due to information which was "leaked" through 
soutces not directly linked to the City Council of Bellville. 
The decision was not accepted within the community if the reaction 
of certain individuals to the decision could be considered as being 
representative of the whole community. This negative reaction to 
the investments was found to be justified as a certain Council 
representative had received personal financial gain from this 
investment. 
2.4.3.1.3 Acceptance within the organisation 
The decision regarding the investment was made in order to gain the 
best advantage to the Council in view of th~ cunent prevailing 
interest rates. This decision was based on the recommendation 
submitted by the Director: Financial Management that the remaining 
capital not utilised for capital expenditure be invested with a 
particular Bank to obtain maximum return on investment. The 
officials were unaware that the capital would be re-invested with 
an Insu ranee Company, which was contrary to the provisions of the 
lt.lnicipal Ordinance, 1974. Scrutiny of the documentary evidence 
reveals that the officials had directly invested with a Bank, which 
was in compliance with the provisions of the Local Authorities 
(Investment of Funds) Ordinance, 1935. Foth the officials and the 
councillors supported this investment on the grounds t hat it was in 
the best interests of the Council. 
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Effectiveness and effid.ency criteria 
The effectiveness and efficiency criteria will be evaluated 
accotding to three factors, namely achievement of objective, 
accrual of financial and other benefits and cost justification. 
2.4.3.2.1 Achievement of objective 
The Council succeeded in t he achievement of its objective by 
maximising its resources through attempting to obtain a maximum 
return on its investment. In achieving this objective it ensured 
that definite financial beneftts would accruo to the Council and 
indirectly to the r.ommunity. The Auditor-General did question the 
possible loss of interest which was subsequently explained in 
writing to his satisfaction. 
2.4.3.2.2 Accrual of fi~ncial and other benefits 
No other benefits accrued to the Council. In contrast, the 
Council received negative publicity which was detrimental to the 
image of the Council. The role played by a particular Councillor 
in the re-investment of the capital, undemined the credibility and 
ethical conduct of the admini stration of the City Council of 
Bellville, especially against the scenario sketched in section 
2.4.2. 
2.4.3.2.3 Cost juetification 
The .!oat: just! fication factor was not considered as the Council 
merely had to consider the best alternative regarding the receiving 
of a greater retum on its investment. The cost justification 
factor is therefore not applicable in the analysis . 
. ' 




Sufficient information criterion 
~lose examination of all the correspondence and documentation 
relating to this matter revealed that the officials had understood 
and followed the correct procedure relating to the investment in 
tenne of the provisions of the M,.micipal Ordinance, 1974 and tile 
Local Authorities (Investment of Funds) Ordinance, 1935. 
Furthermore, the officials had also examined the financial capital 
market so as to detennine the best return for its investment. The 
procedural implications ae well ae all the alternative invE:stment 
opportunities were conveyt!d to the Council when the decision was 
made. In view of the foregoing, it wlll appear that the 
infotmation criteria was fully complied with during the 
decision-making process. 
2.4.4 General evaluation 
The findings of the analysis reveal that all the applicable criteria 
were complied with. The exception being the acceptance within the 
community factor which le include-! in the legitimacy criterion. 
This factor need not have been taken into account as the Council had 
full delegated power to take the decision without recourse to the 
procedure of having to advertise its intention. 
The objection by some members of the community was justified as the 
Court detemined that there was negligence, but no corruption. 
A routine decision taken by 1.".o,.,•ci l in compliance with set procedure, 
caused unforeseen conseq~enc,:s and negative publicity. The .role 
played by the members withir the community cannot be u'ldetmined as 
they each have a civic duty to perform to ensure that there is clean 




3. An.styoia of application of noDM1tive criteria 
A summarls ,,l 'ln.~tysis of the applicAtion of the normative criteria as 
well as the ex, ... nt of tot:'?:" appliclltlo!l, is schematically p::esentcd 
hereunder in Figure l L 
Figure 11 
ANALYSIS OF APrUCATION or NORMATIYI! CllTERIA 
NORMATIVE DECISION MAKINO CRITElllA 
LEOfTIMACY EFFCC."llYENllSS A EfflCICNCY 
~, ,rn I I> CASIS 
Acaptanc:• "'""" I Achle¥<m<N or I I SUfflCllNT Acurtance •tthln , ,nanclftl anJ r..-.. , r11ncir1• nr Nh<,_r,,, , .. 1111t .... INI OIIMATION lltlMCIICJ communliy otaanlsa~"' Obj«ti•• 
(lR11n,..,.l.ll1I (m,cm) I ICffllcd ·--
CASI: NUMOI R I 0 {ii} 0 0 0 NA 9 
('A\r NUMIJ[ll l {ii} {ii} 0 0 0 0 • 
l'A\C NIIMOl 11 J • 0 • • • {ii} {ii} 
CASI NIIMltrll ◄ • 0 • • • NA • 
l"Cfflll 0 Nun •rrl., ..... 
{ii} Paf1ial ll'f'IKlll•"' 
• r ull orrlkal•"' NA N•~1J'l'hoN1 
--- -~ ---= --= --~ - - - ---= ~--
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4. Suaaaey and conclusion 
All four selected cases were decisions taken at the political level 
within t.he organisation in accottlance with Cloete's model (refer to 
Figure 5 in Chapter 5). 
The decisions fall within the category of group decision-making which 
are no1mally non-routine. 
decision-making aids which 
As explain-.1d in Chapter 5, there a_e 
assist in facilitating and making the 
decision--making process easier, such as brainstorming and nominal group 
techniques amongst others. These aids, however, were not utilised in 
these selected cases. 
Furthermore, no particular decision-making model was applied in terms 
of the explanations submitted in Chapter 5. This confirms the view 
that decision-making in local authorities has no structured approach. 
Therefore, for the purposes of this dissertation the decision-making 
process in local authorities is referred to as traditional. 
The conclusions drawn from the analysis indicate t.hat with regattl to 
decision case nUJDbers one and two, all the factors in the normative 
criteria were either not fully applied, despite the relevant 
decision-makers having sufficient infomation available at the time the 
decis'f on was made. In both instances the decision was found to be 
unacceptable as it did not achieve the stated ob jective and was 
unsuccessful. In the first decisf'ln case the decision was repealed 
and in the second decision case, the needs and desires of a particular 
select group were satisfied and did not accrue any benefits to the 
community of Bellville as a ~-mole. 
In the thittl and fourth decision cases it will appear that the majority 
of factors within the normative criteria were fully applied. Two 
factors were partially applied. The acceptance within the community 
factor was not complied with, in both decision cases. Both these 
decisions were regattled as being successful, as the general welfare of 
the community would improve through the generation of additional 
funds. In spite of the fact that the decision was opposed by persons 
within the community on valid grounds, the principles of democracy were 
still being upheld • as they wt!re granted a forum to voice their 
objections. 
• ; I • .. : .. '/" ' 
. . . . > , :"'~-' -• ·. -,, - . ~· ·' ~ ~ .. - --- - ------- ----~ ~ ----- - -----~ - ------ - ~--- --------- -
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SUMMAR.Y, CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION 
1. SUIIIIII ry 
The author stated the problem, demarcated the field of study and research 
and researched it in the f~llowing way: 
The text was divided into six sections: 
the historical perspective, philosophy and functionality of local 
government; 
the placement of local government within an open system environment; 
the theory of decision-making which includes decision-making in local 
government; 
the identification and definitton of normative criteria regarded as 
necessary for effective decision-making; 
description of selected case studies; and application of nonnative 
criteria in the actual case studtes. 
F.ach of these will be summarised in brief: 
1.1 Historical perspective, philos~phy and functionality of local government 
The development of local governr.ient since 1910 is covered in Chapter 2, 
which is characterised by the fact that no uniform system developed 
although certain similarities did exist. 
A number of developments in the early 1980s were preceded by a number of 
investigntlons which influenced the field of local government. 
Proposals for a new constitutional framework for local government have 
been submitted, based on the principles of a new democratic and 
non-racial system of local government. 
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Central government has realised that prorosals regarding co-operation. 
especially with regard to a new constitutional framework. cannot be 
implemented because of certain legal impediments. The promulgation of 
the Interim Measures for Local Government Act No. 128 of 1991 is an 
attempt to remove the legal constraints. 
O.,~pter 3 continues t o bJild on the historical perspective by attempting 
to show. that to achieve the philosophy of local government 88 
t ranacri bed from the United Xingdom within the democratic f ramewo rlt • the 
c,pportunity for full public participation by all the members of the 
c.01111Unity must be available. 
In otder to achieve the foregoing on the one hand. while at the same time 
to justifying the continued existence and usefulness of local government. 
it is necessary to asce rtain the extent to which the needs of the 
community have been accurately determined and adequately satisfied 
through tha provision of services. 
It is there fore essential that local government e ffectiveness and 
etfici e ncy is meas u red• so that its succes s in achieving its ultimate 
purpose ia ev~luated. 
1.2 Placement of l ocal g~vernment within an open gyst e~ environment 
The natute of .oclll ~ovemmt1nt is to provi de services to satisfy the 
phyaicctl. e coooci• t' , pA.! tt1cal a r.d social needs, expectations and 
interests of t ne c omn.un11:y . The primary purpose of local government is 
to develop a model of t ~c ,•11vironment in its totality. so that the 
general welfare of LI" <! cou1"1~nl ty can be improved. 
In view of the foregoing. the purpose of C'r.~pter 4 :la to <' 0 acrtbe. the 
factors within the environment which have an influr '!• pn. ·ision 
of services, which should be taken into account by• 
The composition of the local government structure .. suppnts the 
decision-making process when tranafoming resources from the environment. 
is also examined in thi~ Chapter. The interaction between local 
government and its environment is schematically presented in Figure 3 • 
which shows that local government can only operate in an open system. 
. . 
--- ------ --------------------- ---------------
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1.3 Decision11aking theory 
A description of the general theory of decision-making in Chapter 5, 
serves as an introduction lo Chapter 6 which gives attention to 
decision-aaking theory in local govemmen_. 
Chapter 5 covers the following elements in the general theory of 
decision-making: 
definition and process; 
decision-making models developed for the purpose of assisting 
decision11akers to make the most correct decision; 
decision-making aids whic~ attempt to place the proce~s on an 
objective basis by quantifying all identified variables to facilitate 
the selection of the best alternative. 
Due to the uniqueness of the environment in which local government is 
placed, the constitutional framework in which it operates as well as the 
nature of its objective to improve the general welfare of the community, 
Chapter 6 examines the implications of dec1.sion-making at local 
government level. 
Firstly, democracy at local level is a prerequisite for effective 
decision-making to enable all interested parties to participate in this 
process and therefore it is essential that provision be made for free, 
effective and full participation by all. 
Secondly, due to the changing, dynamic environment in which local 
government is placed, there is a neei1 for greatE!r co-operation between 
the elected represenatives and officials and the removal of the 




Lastly, it is accepted that the not111s and values of the community as well 
ad the perceptions experienced by all the participants do influence the 
decision-making process. In otder to overcome these subjective 
tendencies successfully, it is felt that all participants should strive 
for consensus when attempting to reconcile these values and noma, 
without losing sight of the ongoing and changing dimenaiona in the 
environment. 
1.4 Not111ative criteria for decision-making in local govertlllt!nt 
Based on the discut1sions of the historical development, philosophy and 
functionality of local government as well as the need for info111ation, 
the following not111&tive cri1 E'ria were identified in Chapter 7 as being 
essential for effective decision-making: 
legitimacy criterion; 
.; ffectiven,'!aa and efficiency criteria; and 
sufficient infomation criterion. 
In view of the explanation of these r.riterla it is clear that the full 
achievement of each of the three criteria is not easy, but shoul:\ 
nevertheless be striven for by all decision-makers to ensure that the 
most correct and effective decision is fomulated. Every 
decision-making situation should be analysed in accotdance with the 
criteria, which should be satisfied foremost, in order to achieve the 
ultimate objective of the local authority. 
1. 5 Description of selected case study 
To achieve the purpose of this dissertati'ln, namely to determine the 
feasibility of traditional decision-making in a large local authority, it 
was necessaty to select a large local authority from which decision cases 
could be selected for analysis . Bellville City Council was selected, as 
it is one of the largest local authorities in the Cape Town Metropolitan 
area and it also complies with all the other criteria necessary to 
facilitate this analysis. 
. ' 
- ~ -- ---~ - - --- ~------- ---- --- ~-~ -
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Chapter 8 serves to sketch the historical background, organisational and 
functional environment of the local authority in question, ao that the 
selected decisions may be seen in context. 
1.6 Application of the nomative criteria in the actual case studies 
Chapter 9 provides a description ~ f the four cases selected for analysis, 
as well as the findings of the application of the three selected 
not111.Stive criterla in each of thee~ ca~es. 
The application and evaluation of the cases were supported with 
unstructured interviews held with key officials involved in the actual 
decisions. 
Chapter 1. 
The format of the interview is presented in Section 3 of 
The conclusions drawn from the application and analysis of the four 
decision cases, indicate that with regard to decision case numbers one 
and two, all the factors in the normative criteria were either not fully 
or only partially applied, despite the relevant decision-makers having 
sufficient infotmation available at the time the decision was made. 
These two decisions were not deemed to be successful and were also not 
implemented in practice. 
In the third and fourth decision cases, it will appear that the majority 
of factors within the normative criteria were fully spplied. Two were 
partially applied and only the acceptance within the community factor was 
not complied with, in both cases. These two deciaions were regarded as 
being correct and were successfully implemented in practice. 
2. Conclusion 
The objective of this dissertation as stated in Chapter 1, is to 
determine whether traditional decision-making as it exists to· day in a 




It will appear from the conclusions drawn from +-he aa lyF.ls of the four 
decision cases, that tr~ditional decision-making is in certain instances 
succP.ssfrl and thus faasible if all the nor.native criteria are applied. 
Of the selected decision cases whirh were successful, no subjective 
foctors entered and influenced the process. Although in the selected 
decision cases an attempt was made by the selected local authority to 
adapt the open system approach, there was still a tendency to favour the 
prevatling dominant forces and thus ignore the findings withii. the 
external environment. As can be seen, this approach facilitated 
unsuccessful de~isioo-making. 
A further conclusion drawn fro111 the analysis is that decisious will 
achieve a greater degree of fai:.ure if subjectivity or bias should be 
permitted to enter or influence the process. If a decision is based on 
su~jective factors, there is a tendency to ignore the identified 
nonnative criteria, which tacilitate effective decision-making. Greater 
value will be added to the decision-making process if cognisance is taken 
of the influences and trends within the external environment. 
Traditio~al decislon""111aki ng in local grvernment is s till feasible , 
provided t hat a conscious effort is made to apply those nomative 
criteria which are regarded as essi?ntial within the prevatling 
circumstances, and that all subjective variables are identified and 
isolated. 
J . RecoaaendAtion 
TI1is stud , oy no means pr?vides a complete picture. The analysis of the 
decision cases was nut o~ly based on the infonnation gathered from 
support Ing source -locumenta tion, but was also based on further 
infomatlon provided by those who willingly participated in th!? 
unstructured interviews. 
It is accepted that the conclusions drawn from this study can not be 
appl . ed to all lccal authorities on a nLtlonal basis, as the prov1sion of 
services does not take place in one specifi'! dete1mL~ed environment since 
lt is dynamic. In view of the foregoing, the nomative criteria 
1ega ttled as applico.ble in on€ set , ; c1 ttumstances will not be regarded 




However, a detailed study possibly at a higher level, can investigate the 
possible short-ter.n and long-tem achievement of effective 
decision-making , through the development of a model which iden.tifies and 
isolates bias and subjectivity, so that the normative criteria can be 
more successfully applied. 
The political and other dimensiuns in the environment have a major impact 
on decision1aking and it is therefore not suggested that the subjective 
factors be totally ignored. -t is merely proposed that the 
decision11akers are presented with the full impact of ~he consequences of 
the decision made, whenever possible, should the criteria be not complied 
with. 
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City Council of Bellville, Bellville. 
Confidential ~enda and Minutes of 
the Ordinaryuncil, (Folio. 3561), 
City Council of Bellville, Bellville. 
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The Bellville Fed~ratlon 
of Ratepayer Associatlons 
1985 
' 'he Bellville Federation 
of Ratepayer Associations 
1988 
Application for residential pemit, 
Press Release from the Mayor's Office 
(1572/2/15), Undated, City Council of 
Bellville. 
Agenda and Minutes of Management 
Committee, 29 March 1990, City CouncU. of 
Johannesburg, Johannesburg. 
Publication of 25 March 1988 
Publication of 5 December 1985 
Publication of 25 March 1988 
Publication of 22 December, 1990 
Publication of 14 Dec mber, 1990 
State Presiden~ 'R Opening Addreas -
February 1990 to Parl i ament in Cape Town, 
2 February, 1990. 
Presidential Address - June 1988 to the 
institute of Town Clerks of Sout hern 
Afrlca in Durban, 8 & 9 JunP., 1988 
Application for residential pemi~, 
Letter to the Town Clerk of Bellville 
City ~uncll, dated 27 December 1~90, 
City C?uncil of Bellville, Bellville. 
Application for residential pemit, 
Letter to the Mayor of Bellville Citt 
Counci1 1date~ 27 December 1990, City 
Counci l of Bellville, Bellvllle. 
Investment of R15 milli~n, Letter to 
Die Bul~er, dated 11 Octobet 1938, 
(6!16!11 X 6/11/2), City Council of 
Bellville, Bellville. 
Electricity distribution take-over, 
Letter to the May~r of Bellville City 
Council, dated 27 February 1985, City 
Council of Bel 1.villP. Bellville. 
Investment of Rl5 mlllion, Lt:tter to the 
"1ayor of the Bellvill~ Cit7 Council, dated 14 November fgJS, (6 16/IlTlc 
6/11/2) City CouncH of Bellville, 
Bellville. 
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